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west again
and rah.
der Saturw to mid
riday towel/ 50s Satnv to mid
day lowero low 30s
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Super Bowl To Return To
Miami On January 17,1971

ac

TIMES

—

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

WEDNRSDAY - MARCH 18. 1970

Sports Parade

a'raise,"
By MILTON RICHMAN
Pete Rose had a
UPI Sports Writer
pretty g II'
hiking Point. He had to
TAMPA, Fla. (UPI)- P
ha
By BRUCE COOK
the Super Bowl Clark said the
Rose is getting $105,000 fro because if you know Bo
Howsarn
arade will follow the route of
you know his hobo
Cincinnati this year.
HONOLULU (UPI)-Just call the annual Orange Bowl parade
Make that $105,500. spark isn't throwing money away.
Miami, Fla. "Super City, d will feature floats repreRose had an excellent s
,1 1
Anderson, the new manager
U.S.A."
for the Reds in 1968 when
eating the 26 NFL teams.
named Rose captain so
St
Football's grand classic- the Other league action taken so
weC the
National
•
Reds had to come up with
a
Leagu
Super Bowl- will be played in far included decisions to:
betting
title with a.335
extra $500.
Miami for the third time in five - Use the NFL ball rather
Five years ago Pete Ros but he had an even better on
years next Jan. 17.
than the "pointier" tall the
said he wanted to be the fir last year when he won th
Miami had been considered merican Football League used
tit
non-long bailer and non-pitch crown again with .348.
/ JAI
°
r
/
an underdog in the bidding for before the two leagues merged.
Howsam Jacks Up Offer
--ever to get a $100,000 contract.
\lib.. - 4
)
Now
the National Football League - Keep the NFL one-point
you
see why Rose turn
Rose's remarks lost a little
title game mainly because it conversion rather than adopt
V
the translation and the way i down that $100,000 contract.
\*?:7
already had been played there the AFL two-point option.
Howsam
jacked
came out it sounded as if h
up
his
in 1968 and 1969.
-Make the scoreboard clock
meant he was looking to be th original offer a bit, Rose sign I
f
But NFL club owners meet- the official timepiece on the
first $100,000 singles hitt the contract and showed it
ing here voted almost unani- field, an AFL policy.
Rose hits his share of home proudly to his wife his father
mously Tuesday for the Florida -Put the name of each
runs, triples and doubles also. and to his financial'
adviser, Hu
city after hearing its sales pitch player on the back of his
Anyway, Bob Howsam, the Winer, who advised him to
for the 1971 Super Bowl game. jersey, also AFL style.
Reds' general manager, sent thank Howsam, go out and try
"I'm elated. I couldn't be
Most of the, NFL officials
him his first $100,000 contract to have another good year and
more pleased," said Miami took the morning off today to
not so long ago and what do make more.
Mayor Stephen C. Clark, who lay golf at Honolulu's Waialae
There is one thing more Pete THE 1974 MURRAY STATE UNIVERSIT
you think Pete Rose did?
Y GOLF TEAM: Kneeling, left to right, Bob Taylor,
Rose would like. He'd like being Murray; Co
led his city's Super Bowl Country Club and planned to
He refused to sign it.
-Captain Mike Reitz, Sparks, Md.; John Heuser, Jamesburg, N.J.; Johnny Querterdelegation. He said the Orange meet again in the afternoon to
considered the best hitter in mous,
Has Great Explanation
Murray; and Chris. Pigott, Elliott City, Md. Back row„ left to right: Co-Captain Corky
Bow, site of the game, will be listen to committee reports.
He has a great explanation, baseball. Right now he feels Taylor,
Henderson; Rich Heuser, Jamesburg, N.J.; Vernon Marcoullier, Oxon Hill, Md.; Richard
expanded by 4,000 seats to a Commissioner Rozelle said he
Roberto
Clemente
is.
too.
Trampe, Metropolis, Ill.; Steve Hancock, Pinckneyville, Ill., and Coach R. T. (Buddy) Hewitt.
"I'd
capacity of 80,000 and that for did not expect the conferees to
say
he's the best hitter
"You see, when I first made
The Murray State golfers play both their matches and their practice rounds on the two privatelythe first time the Super Bowl take
any "headline-making"
that statement about how much I've seen since I've been in the owned
18-hole country clubs at Murray-the 6,300-yard Calloway Country Club and the
will be played on artificial turf. action today.
I wanted to make $100,000 it big leagues," Hose
6,270yard Oaks Country Club. Murray State plays 11 matches this season. Photo by Wilson
In
addition,
Major issues still to be
the
mayor
Woolley
was after my third year up
announced Miami will put on a discussed include the plight of
here," he says. "It was after
major parade the night before the
Boston Patriots. The
the 1965 season, I had just
Patriots have no place to play,
gotten 200 bits for the first time BOUT POSTPONED
and while the league would like
and hit .300 for the first time
NEW YORK (UPI)- Former
to keep a franchise in Boston, it
and I was only making $24,500. ticavyweight
•
•
dainplon
cannot do so unless there is
iT
At the time $100,000 looked like
Floyi
vo:Flurds
Patterson
underwent
some assurance the city or
surgery
a lot more to me than it does
By Unitec Press International
state will build a new stadium.
now although don't get me Tuesday to repair damage on
wrong, I still consider it a lot of us left hand that was incurred
The already.tight race in the
linaele Manager Bill Higuey
By FRED DOWN
money. The thing is back then I when he received a severe cut
American Basketball AssociaSt.
the
when
-'I
they
beat
shower
,PI
a
In
accident.
Sports
Writer
didn't know that the year
By United Press International
Louis Cardinals, 5-2, and ended tion's Western Division got
Patterson was scheduled to
before I'd be offered my first
even tighter Tuesday night.
Three weeks before the start a nine-game losing streak.
$100,000 contract I would be meet Mark Tessman la HousWith first-place Denver losing
other
The Seattle Supersonics won
fronts: Steve
making $85,000. That's what my ton, Tex., April 15, but the bout of their second season the On
the battle Tuesday night --but
homer to Kentucky, 119-110, fourthsalary was last year. So when I was postponed for "about a Kansas City Royals feel they Garvey's three - run
place New Orleans beating
moved another step closer to
was offered $100,000 this year I month" until Floyd's hand have put together two-thirds of paced the Los Angeles Dodgers
second-place
Washington, 110a
to
losing the war.
victory
5-0
over
a
the
healed.
quality
outfield
which most
honestly felt I deserved more of
The Sonics, in a struggle with
expansion teams don't achieve Pittsburgh Pirates. .Tommie 104, and fifth-place Los Angeles
Agee's 10th-inning, single drove downing Pittsburgh, 126-114,
Phoenix for the fourth and final
In five years.
By ORVAL JACKSON
have the funds to continue
Western playoff spot in the
They're talking about an in the run that gave the Mets a only 5I/2 games separate the
operating the Pilots and that a
National Basketball - Associaoutfield of Lou Piniella in left, 6-5 win over the Chicago White five Western clubs.
TAMPA,
Fla (UPI)- It's move is necessary "so that the
tion beat the Chicago Bulls, back to the courts for the league can continue
Amos Otis in center and Pat Sox,
its season
-• Second baseman Leo Foster's
109-102,
' tut Phoenix retained its American League today
Kentucky used its superlor
Kelly in right.
in its on opening day with 12 teams."
11)4 game lead over Seattle by effort to transfer the Seattle Once Judge Bruton's
Piniella was one of the wild throw ,on an 'attempted rebounding to beat Denver as
restraindowning San Francisco, 133-121. Pilots to Milwaukee.
surprise stars of 1969, Otis is double play pivot let in the the Colonels out-muscled the
ing order is lifted, AL owners
The Suns have three regular
the highly valued defensive winning run as the Montreal Rockets, 70-47, off the boards.
Bowing to three restraining feel they can announce their
season games remaining while orders, the league announced intention to transfer
whiz obtained from the world Expos rallied for two runs in Kentucky placed six men in
the Pilots.
clause in the courts.
By JOHN G. GRIFFIN
the Sonics have only two.
champioe
New
York Mets the ninth to beat the Atlanta double figures, led by Louie
Tuesday that the Pilots will They feel Seattle courts could
Allen, who started the spring during the winter and
UPI Sports Editor
other games, Atlanta remain in Seattle until legal not order them to continue
In
Kelly is Braves, 4-3. . Yon Woods' two- Dampier's 23 points and 22
an
as a holdout before coming to one of the sensations of the
rallied to beat Philadelphia, problems are cleared
1970 run pinch homer with one out more by Darel Carrier. Rookie
is) and operation that cannot SIIHRort
Fla. terms with the club will be spring training season.
ST. 'PETERSBURG,
in the ninth lifted the New York Spencer Haywood topped Den1211-125; New York topped the path Is open for major Itself.
(UPI)- A year ago -back in Sehoendieest's first baseman.
Detroit, 122-106, and San Diego league baseball to return
Kelly
drove
in
three
runs Yankees to a 9-8 win over the ver with 27.
to the
Julian Javier (.282) is a with three singles
Mets ever
defeated Boston, 125-117.
and a double Boston Red Sox despite homers
Midwestern city deserted by United Press International the days before the
New Orleans' Jones boys,
word "miracle"-the fixture at secead basejand Deland scored three runs Tuesday by Joe Lahoud • and Mike
Seattle used a balanced the Braves in 1966.
reported on March 4 that AL heard the
James and Steve, combined for
returns at "shortdas the Royals defeated
attack to snap Chicago's sixAndrews.
.Homers
.
Ted
by
AL saliernez Aiexander Had. President Joe crania already St, Louis Cardinals looked so Mandl
the
gains winning streak az Dice den will take the first
and
Johnny
Bench 49 points to help the Bucs down
step had in his pocket the nine votes great In spring training that although his .175 bat makes Detroit Tigers, 12-4. Bob Oliver Savage
Snyder, Bob Boozer and Coach today whe he asks Circuit
everybody
him
picked
them
win
to
vulnerable.
With Cookie hit his third homer of the paced the Cincinnati Reds to a Washington in the second game
Court necessary to move the franchLennie Wilkens - etch tallied 22 Judge James D. Bruton, Jr.,
of a doubleheader at Fresno,
the National League pennant.
Rojas (.228) from the Phils to spring,
to ise to Milwaukee.
Jack Hernandez and 4-2 triumph over the Philadel- Calif. Rich
points and Bob Rule had 21. lift a restraining order whichBarry topped the
Manager Red Schoendienst, strengthen the bench, Maxvill Paul
Phillies.
phia
.Larry
.
Hisle
Schaal
each
drove in three
Clem Haskins paced the Bulls the latter issued Tuesday.
Caps with 33.
the guy who must cope with might be yanked quicker for runs
homered
Phillies.
the
for
and Ellie Rodriguez and
The announcement was ex- those problems,
with 33.
quite plainly pinch-hitters.
Bruton is expected to lift the
Steve Carlton, a 17-game In the opener, Los Angeles *Mike
Shannon Otis had three hits each for the
pected Tuesday but just before Isn't anxious to have
Gail Goodrich's 36 points and order when Hadden argues
trailed as it beat
his club returns at third base but isiloyals,
in 1969, signed ,,two- never
that an owners' meeting
who
are
4-6
this
spring.
started
Dick Van Arsdale's 30 helped current Seattle owners do not
Pittsburgh for its 10th win in
tabbed any red-hot favorite this
.254 season,tobattlebick from a It was only
year contract with the
Otis'
third
Judge
game
Bruton's
of
restraining or- time.
Phoenix past San Francisco.
the last 12 games. George Stone
sub-par
because
gwith
he
a
been als, ending a 24-day holdout. paced the Stars with 27 points
der was issued.
Jerry Lucas led the Warriors'
Joe Torre, who hit .289 with
After winning the pennant in
Terms
estimated
were
at
the
sidelined
kidney ailment.
attack with 25 and became only seconds remaining. Wally Jones
1967 and '68, the collapse of the 18 homers as the first baseman
.Second and Willie Wise had 23 while
The Minnesota Twins finally 1 140,000 Per year.
brushed
Cronin
the 38th player in NBA history led Philadelphia with 34 points.
off the "can't miss" Cards of '69 was last
baseman
Tommy
Helms
beck to
also Stew Johnson tallied 27 for the
bac
hk
ied
s
old
The Knicks, already havirit possibility that the league could nearly total.
to surpass the 10,000-point
year
g iagol
holdout
ended
when
-he Pipers.
his
'
I
sd
clinched the Eastern Division start the season with 11 teams
career mark.
To get things back on the I y Carl Taylor, who hit .348 as LONG RANGE PLAN
signed with the Reds for an
Atlanta increased its Western title, placed seven men in Instead of 12.
track, the Cards went into the i Part-timer for the Pirates.
estimated $40,000.
figures
in
beating
Division lead over Los Angeles double
trading market and their bit.
Not Up To Standard
Juan Marichal allowed only RUNNERS RETURN HOME
HOUSTON (UPI)- A new
to 11/2 games with its come Detroit. With Walt Frazier
"It's almost impossible to catch was slugger Richie.Alleiel The outfield isn't up to the Texas law provides a couple one run in five innings and
victory
NAIROBI (UPI) - Distance
behind
from
over sidelined with a groin injury, operate the league with 11 who hit .288 with
th 32 homers for ,tandards of the Card cham- can be married by declaring displayed a new blooper pitch,
Philadelphia. The 76ers led,112- backcourt teammate Dick Bar- teams." He said. "One club
runners
Kipchoge Keino and
; ionship years. Lou
Phils.
although
Francisco
St
the
ow
rock they live tot-ether and obtaining
100, with only 8:12 left to play nett paced the Knicks' attack would have to have a bye. We
Deal Was History-Maker
.298) is a star in center field, an informal marriage certiti- Giants eventually
wed to the Charles Asati were directed
before Joe Caldwell, who tallied with 25 points while Jimmy were hoping some purchasers
The even-player deal for ; ut Vic Davalillo leads for right cate.
Chicago Cubs, 8-6. . .Rooki Tuesday to return home from
RT points, sparked the Hawks' Walker led Detroit with 32.
would come up in Seattle. One Allen was a history-maker, for held despite hitting .265 and left
Bobby Dean Moore, 33, and Rich Hand, 7-3, with Portland New Zealand, where they were
Elvin Hayes tallied 30 points never knows. We're
rally. Walt Hazzard's field goal
not closing one of the men the Cards held is in contention between Wander Jean Noe, 24, who said last season, allowed one run scheduled to compete in a
series of track meets,
with 1;06 left to play moved and Stu Lantz had 19 for San our eyes to the possibility Of swapped for htm was outfielder use Cardenal, obtained
from they had been living together and two hits in five innings as
Atlanta in front, 126-125, and Diego which never trailed in its another Seattle purchaser, but Curt Flood- and it is this deal leveland where
Resin&
Muliro, Kenya's
he hit .257, since December, applied for the the Cleveland Indians defeated
Lou Hudson iced the triumph game with Boston. John Havli- our hands are tied right
minister for cooperatives and
the Oakland Athletics, 4-1,
Flood
tu Ind Joe Hague, until now a certificate Monday.
has
used
now." that
with two free throws with four cek topped the Celtics with 30.
Paul Blair hit a grand slam social services, said "the stand
challenge baseball's reserve f:rst baseman who hit .332 at
They won't be living together
Tulsa and '.170 briefly with the again until the year 2001, homer and Don Buford had a of the Kenyan government is
homer, triple and single to lead that an individual or individuals
ards.
however.
Richmond Madison
The word on. the Card
That is the earliest Moore the Baltimore Orioles to an 11-} who have participated in sport
;itching is that the starters can bt paroled fforn Tennessee romp over' the Mexico City Red with South- Africans will not
1 p.m., Wed. Mar. 8
compete against Kenya."
fine and
d the relievers are State Prison, where he Laces 30- Devils-Tigers in Mexico City.
I
Owensboro
iI4k
'
and
50-year sentences for
1 p.m., Fri. Mar. 20
UP front are 20-game winner armed robbery and killing a
;.ob
Gibson
and
17-game fellow inmate, according to
M. C. Napier
Aiming southpaw Steven cart. Deputy Sheriff Marvin Zindler.
'Tomo.
Moore was recaptured In
:11, plus
15-game
winner
2:30 p.m., Wed. Mae718
', elson
Bribes, Schoendienstillouston last month. His bride
Cow. Catholic
rates Mike Torrez (10-4) the top I promised to wait for him.
--intender for the No. 4 spot.
East Chomp
"We do have a problem on
Ashland
11:05 a.m., Sat. Mar. 21
r Alef," Schoenclienst admitted,
"ALASKAN ODYSSEY"
WAY NAMED ,
because we are a liietticete:siaehmnplro:1,1iAmerfran
7:30 p.m., Wed. Mar. 18
by George Wright
:f lefthanded relievers."
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Allen Co.
• „MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY AUDITORIUM
2.30 p.m., Fri. Mar. 20
VENTFUL ANNIVaSARY
'Tuesday. March 24. 1970 - 7 30 P.M.
named W. Stewart Way head
Trigg Co.
basketball coach. Way guided
Clip Free Ticket and Attend!
HOUSTON (UPI) - .ludge the Thundering Herd to a
11 p.m., Wed. Mar. 18
9-14
FREE TICKET FOR YOUR WHOLE FAMILY!
,ani Davis spent much of his record as acting coach this
-13th wedditg anniversary Mon- season.
Wheelwright
TRAVEL AND ADVENTURE SERIES
lay presiding over a murder
Courtesy of Your Local
trial. But he recessed the trial
8:10 p.m., Sat. Mar. 21
riefly to perform a marriage
Lou. Male
FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN BRANCH

t ,

4, r`

*I

-

Supersonics
Top Chicago

Race Tightens
Royals Feel Like- They Have ABA
Up Tuesday Night
Of-Air-fhafieid

1

a

Court Battle Looms On Move
Of Seattle To Milwaukee

Schoendienst Not Anxious To
Have Cards Tabbed Favorites

Kentucky 1
State Tourney

Another Community Service!

'EE TRAVEL & ADVENTURE SERIF

eubert

1 p.m., Thurs. Mar. 19

1
:35
1.75

Hart Co.
7.30 p.m., Fri. Mar. 20
r•

?Meets
telher•

oeanc„,„ada.

Xt! *

Shelby Cs.
2:30 p.m., Thurs. Mar. 19
Paducah Tilghman
West Champ
12:30 p.m., Sat. Mar. 21

Paris
7:30 p.m., Thurs. Mar.18
Hazel Green
9 p.m., Frt. Mar.
Pleasure Ridge Park
9 p.m., Thurs. Mar. 19
Knox Central

•10

4 fise-_Stats

a

Tetifitalttilli-111115

-March- 1fe21- at-Freedom Han)

COIONE:LS ACQUIRE CHUerDern
avi°
snYperformed the
BIN
y for James A Adams am
.
;arbara Holder, both
HI of }lousLOUISVILLE,' Ky. (UPI>tan. It was the second marriage
The Kentucky colonels acquired
1.s. Mrs. Holder, 66.
Basketball Assoeia.-tio has outlived three wives,
is
-- on
veteran
Steve Chubin
i 06.
Fuesday on waivers from the
l'ittsbuiy,h Pipers. I hubin, previously played with the New
TILL WAITINc
' MARKET
DEI PIN(,, (I - Yoil., 'set, and Indiana Pacers
land (UPI) - Parents who
malted two years for a newl
:ootbridge across a bus
lilt I
.oad near the villa: e lout will
,ave to wait a bit tun. el%
It'!)-- A bill
Workmen installni. the
;on, 90-foot prestressed wo- to stiffen penalties for operatin • a vessel withir1,5(10 feet oi,
o
, rete
sW1111.
br ide e
their
shore while
atol was ,
,anliners a bit too hari ,ingl the
•Tirhie ended up in two pieces. approved le. tile ,Lite 'esiate
Mutolay
Atha
,
• t3ittr5ette-t: Avill-tfra.•ain iith,
4- new bridge in three weeks:":s"”1114 •

304 E. Main Street
Co-Sponsor: _GAMMA THETA UPSILON
Honor Society in Geography
Don't Miss This Travelonuel
ALASKAN ODYSSEY"
Tuesday. March 24. 1970 7:30 P.M.
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY AUDITORIUM
FREE DOOR PRIZES
Get Additional Tickets From Co-Spensers:
GAMMA PIETA UPSILON
Honor Society in Geography - Murray State University

Murray Branch
Hopk Insville Federal Savlees and Loan Assectetise
Thomas or Helen Foley) 304 E. Main

(See
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Mrs. J. B. Burkeen .

Phone 753-1917 or 153-4947
„eke

— MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Eager Beaver 4-H
Club Has Meet At
The Burkeen Home
.1

WEDNESDAY — MARC/I 18, 1970

-)001 mit

Wednesday, March 15
A called meeting of the Eag„.
The St. Leo's Pre-School Moer Beaver 4-H Club was held
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. thers will meet at the Comm
Franklin Burkeen on Thursday, unity Center at 7:30 p.m. with
as speaker.
March 12, at six-thirty o'clock Mrs. June Smith
•• •
`n the evening with Steve McThe Nature's Palette Garden
Cuiston, president, presiding.
The Bible reading was by Club will meet at the CommunJimmy Burkeen, and the pledg- ity Center at 1:30 p.m. with
as hostess
to the American and 4-if Mrs Maggie •Woods
es
has
Dexter
of
Phillip Jones
••
were
led
club
by
nags
Danny
been dismissed from the WestThe women of the Oaks
ern Baptist Hospital, Paducah. Kingins and Wanda Crutcher.
Country Club will have the:r
taught to. believe themselves
•• •
By FELICITY BRYAN
Deedy Osborn read the
bridge session at 9:30 a.m. at
London Financial Times— UPI inferior.
J. B. Ross and son, Jim, of utes and Nixy Ann Osborn gave
The militants denounce the St. Louis, Mo., were the week- the treasurer's report. Plans the club with Toopie Thomas
753-2325 as hostess.
is end
"anatomy
that
LONDON—The liberation Of theory
guests of his brother, Ray were made to sell light bulbs.
•••
The club will enter the 4-H
women has become both an destiny," and are convinced Ross and Mrs. Ross.
• ••
Talent Show with the modern
"hi" and a topical subject in that the upbringing of a woman
The Great Decisions Group
from when she is first given
version of "Jack and the Beak
the United States.
Espanola Sauce
the Murray Branch of the
Of'
babies—
like
treat
to
dolls
stalk". Steve McCuiston will be AAUW will meet at the home
"Feminism" is not the word
sliced
onions,
medium
Pictured above ars member of the new Murray State chapter of the Tau Phi Lambda
3'
role
her
accept
to
narrator, David Smith as Jack,
to use the women talk about teaches her
of Mrs. James Parr, 1304 North
Sorority chapter of the Woodman of the Worfd at their initiation and Installation car*
Owen Garrison as the giant,
"women's lib" or "the move- of servitude without question- 2 tablespoons lard or
p.m.
7:30
at
20th Street,
monies bald rocisorty. Chapters foam surround lug aripas were here for the spacial event.
. drippings
Christie Fielder as Mother, Jim• ••
ment" And "the movement" ing.
Joan
include
heroines
Lolita
as
Their
(the
Burkeen
cow),
my
cup
3
catsup
1
the
of
takes many forms.
The executive board
Danny Kingins as the astronaut, Kirksey School PTA will meet
There are moderate groups, of Arc and Queen Elizabeth I. 1 3 cup chili sauce
include
Osborn
as
Nixy
enemies
the
Ann
bird,
Their
like the National Organization
with Mrs. Buddy Anderson at
2 tablespoons chopped
Cindy Garrison as Fteperit Amy,
for Women (NOW), who push authors of the Bible, and
pan.
1:30
parsley
Lisa Smith as the 1novie star.
•••
for equal rights, equal educa- Freud. "Although Freud sup8
/
1
oregano
teaspoon
Wanda Crutcher as Gertrude,
Murray State University was can, Janet Geary, Elaine Hamtional opportunities and equal posediy has altered the entire
Thursday, March 19
the first campus in by, Becky Hamilton, Martha
Cook onions in lard or and Sally Fulton, Deedy Ospay with men. But the women *• I se of western intellectual
Hometnak. theme m
The Elm Grove Baptist
Murray
South
The
a Jean McCurry, Dinah Mullinax,.
attracting most attention are history," wrote one feminist, drippings until tender and born, and Felisia Houston as Church WMS will have its min- era Club met in the home of the United States to have
Sorority chap- Brenda Rich, Patsy Shelton.
the more militant groups. They "many of his ideas about transparent. Add catsup, the neighbors.
study program with Mn. Mrs. N. P. Cavitt for its regular Thu Mil Lambda
ion
Leaders present were Mr. and
the Woodmen of the Beth Shouse, Sharon Walker,
do not just want an equal women are simply male chauvi- chili sauce, parsley and
W. A. Farmer, leader, at the meeting March 12, at ten-thirty ter of
and Janie Watson.
World.
his theories have oregano. Heat through. Serve Mrs. Burkeen and a visitor was church at 'even p.m.
chance to compete with men. nism
o'clock in the morning.
non-academic
Burkeen.
Johnny
national
•
•
•
to
The
status
scientific
given
As one enthusiastic member of
over broiled patties. Yield:
The meeting was called to
was foundFtefreshments -were served.
Pledge ceremonies were conla's cups.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511 order by Mrs. James Wither- Greek-letter sorority
the Washington Women's Liber- prejudice."
ed October 27, 1937, at Omaha, ducted by Omicron Alpha chapPlayboy
are
Other
will
targets
ation Group put it "We want
Order of the Eastern Star
spoon, president. Mrs Cavitt Nebraska, and has been a unit ter, Murray, at the Woman's
at read from Hebrews 11:1-3 for
to change sex roles and the Magazine and Miss America
meet at the Masonic
In communities from coast to Club House prior to the initwho her critics say demeans
whole structure of society."
7:30 p.m.
the devotion. The thought for coast. The Woodmen of the iation where the MSIJ sorority
•
•
•
off
money
"making
by
sex
her
In many ways the jargon of
the month was "Ever Onward"
.
founded June .1890. pledges received their pledge
The Business and Profession- with a quote from Victor Hugo. World was
these militants, who have only her body." Anythine that labels
Sunday, March 1, was init- ribbons of the sorority colors.
at
must
meet
symbol
sex
will
a
as
al Women's Club
really emerged during the last woman
Mrs. Cavitt led in prayer.
iation and installation ceremonthe Woman's Club House at The roll call was answered
three years, resembles that of go, and in this categdry come
Chartered members of t h e
ies for the MSU chapter. Memp.m.
6130
Inter.
the black militants. They feel make-up, fashionable clothes
most
giving
her
by
each
iss
bers attended churah services chapter installed at—tbe- 1970-•••
now
has
bra
The
bras.
and
been
too
for
long
have
Members
they
eating new item. Nine
that
at the rust United Methodist officers were as follows:
The Rome Department of the were present.
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ly 30 inehes deep and at least short choppy ones which
tral Nervous System", was
The Sigma Department o f that wide. — Juanita Amonett, more tiring.
Building at 7:30 p m. If interest- the lesson on "Physical Fitshown at the conclusion of his
the Murray Woman's Club held Courthouse, Paducah, Ky 42001. 8. Using both hands at the ed in playing call Mrs. Max ness"
talk.
In the afternoon Mrs. Everssame time speeds work a n d Reed 753-8748.
A brief business meeting was its regular monthly meeting on Telephone 442-2718.
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makes it easier, such as in
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refreshments being served by better buy in many foods. — walnut is used throughout,
much too long. And wouldn't a .2._nnions, quartered
the hostesses, Mrs. Richard Irma Hamilton, Courthouse, either one piece or walnut plyWASHINGTON (UPI) —The seven-thirty o'clock in the evenwhole change of color sckeme
Walveneer.
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will • make constructing knit
desired
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Women's Liberation Movement Takes
Many Forms As It Becomes In Subject

South Murray Club Tar Phi Lambda Sorority, Murray State
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Mrs. Pat Bogard Is
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Students Grade Teachers In Courses On
Many College Campuses, United States
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Several Persons Are Fined hi
City Court In The Past Week

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

III
.•
II
III
Ill

JD eoms
Several persons were charg- conduct, fined
$10.00.
and
guilty,
of
plea
ed, entered
were fined in the City Court of Douglas & inns% IMAM. di
City Judge Don Overbey dur- fined 910.00 costs MAL
Earl Smith. *wins
ing the past week. Record'show Kenneth
while intoxicated, ensmided to
the following occurred:
Eugene Blanton, driving on reckless driving, fined 9100.00
Ill
revoked license, fined $60-00 costs $10.00.
Daniel Lewis Deleber, cock
costs $10.00.
Tommy E Carmon, driving less driving, fined $10.00 cents
while intoxicated, speeding, and $10.00.
Donald J. Bowles, speeding.
running two stop signs, fined
III
fined $10.00 costs $10.011.
$200.00 costs $10.00.
Darrell Kent Clever, speedWilliam Don Nelson, reckless
driving, fined $30.00 costs $10:: ing, fined $20.00 costs $10.00.
Robert Elbert Butohns M,
oo.
Hugh 0. McCraw, overlength, driving while inicodented,
mended to reckless driving, fin.
fined $20.00 costs $10.00.
George B. Neese, speeding. ed 9100.00 costs 010.00.
Lonnie Tucker, public deter
fined $20.00 costs $10.00.
Donald Lee Hayes, speeding, kenness, given one dor in Clil
Jail.
fined $20.00 costs $10.00.
I
Elul& Dillion, publie drumTayler.Red. Buchanan, public
kennesa,
fined
915.00
costs
in
days
two
drunkenness, given
910.00.
Fred D. Jeff*, public drunCharles Coklow, public drunkenness, fined $10.00 costs kenness. fined $20.00 co
210.00.
$10.00.
Robert Eirk, public drunkenDavid Alan Parker, speeding.
ness, fined $15.00 costs 91003.
failed $20.00 costs $10.00.
Danny McKinney, unneces- Ill
Randy Hugh Barnes, speedsary noise, fined 910.00 costs ill
ing, fined $20.00 costs $10.00.
$10.00.
Robert Coleman Blakey, drivKathy Beane, no operatoe's
ing while intoxicated, fined license, fined
$10.00 costs
;100.00 costs $10.00.
$10.00.
Sandra G. Kornek, speeding, III
Sylvia M Fowler, speeding fined $10.00 costs $10.00.
William
and disregarding Btall Sign. neFrancis
Pickard,
running red light, fined $10.001 III
ed $25.00 costs $10.00.
Darryl Donahue, disorderly costs $10.00.
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By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR READERS: A reader recestly asked me if it was
true that Indians never lost their hair. Since I do not recall
ever having seen a bald-headed Indian I appealed to my
readers, and asked them to please send me a picture of a
bald-headed Indian-if indeed one existed. Needless to say, I
received pictures of enough bald and balding Indians to fill
reservation. However, many readers still have "reservations" about that.
ABBY
DEAR ABBY, Well, you asked for it: I am kg:loping a
picture of a bald Mien. my busbizid. Re "Chief Deon"-a
full-blooded Sioux, born on a reservation in Pine Ridge, S. D.,
in 11199. He claims be lost his hair because be put too much
bear grease-on it when be was young. Happy bunting, Abby!
MRS. R. P. DEON, OGDEN, UTAH
DEAR ABBY: I worked for the Indian bureau for more
than 311 years in every section of the United States and I do
not remember baying seen one bald Indian! My husband was
one-quarter Sioux. He was over BO when he died and be had a
full head of hair.
MRS. J. R H.„PORTLAND,ORE.

!I!

DEAR ABBY: Well, you can stop your search for bald
Indians. There aren't any. Where I was raised there were
more Indians than whit* and I can't recall ever seeing ai
bald Indian. It's just characteristic of their race. Nobody
ever saw an Indian with hair on his-cheat, either.
A WHITE FROM WATERLOO,IA.
DEAR ABBY: I have no pictureto-send you; but r give
you my word that I have seen a bald-headed Indian. He was
a full-blooded Choctaw from Oklahoma. We met at Alcatraz
many years ago when he was doing life plus 99 years. At that
time he was only V years old, and he was bald!
CHARLIE IN JAckSONVILLE

VitaIis

ba

III
Iti

MSU Sprit)g Commencement

Dr. Forrest C. Pogue - hist- followed by "Ordeal and Hope" tit
(Irian, biographer and executive in 1966.
director of the Marshall ReThe third volume, yet unsearch Foundation ill Arling- titled, is scheduled for publica- UI
ton, Vaaa- will be the spring tion this year and the final vol- Ill
commencement speaker at Mur- ume will probably be issued in
ray State University June 6.
1972 or 1973.
DEAR ABBY: I am a Cherokee, and as you can see from
Ill
He will address the 47th
Ills Eisenhower history and
my picture, I am completely bald.
class at 10 the first Marshall volume resultgraduating
wring
I have met many Indians from various tribes and have
a.m. in the university field- ed in an achievement citation iii
Hseen a few bald-headed Indians, but they are rare. house, marking the first day- in 1964 from the Association of
Perhaps you recognize me. I am a professional actor.
time spring graduation exer- the U.S. Army. He delivered
I've made several TV commercials and have played in
cise at the university in 25 the keynote address at (*reapsGunsmoke.
years.
SINCERELY,
les at the Eisenhower Library- !I!
SKEETER VAUGHAN [GREY OTTER]
.Both mid-year and spring gra- in Abilene, Kan., on June 6 fif
are awarded degrees last year to mark the 25th an- lit
a
duates-during the program. The'bower niversary of D-Day.
III
DEAR ABBY: Well, you asked for it! I am a Chickasaw
Laureate service is scheduled for
Me earned abe master's deIndian and bald as an mica, and have been since I was in ley
tlaiversity of Nen- !!!
p.m. June II in the ainivenity grew? at
late twenties. I isn't knees why I lost my hair. I never curled
auditorium.
tucky and the Ph. D. degree at
It, dyed it, bleached it or sprayed it. I just washed it, brushed
A 1931 cum Laurie graduate Clark University. His wife, the III
It, combed it and watched it go.
of Murray State with a major former Christine Brown of Fulme cli
in history, Pogue has been in- ton County, graduated magna
If you will find something that will make it grow back, I
collectin
1944
since
volved
therr
cum laude from Murray State
will pay you cash, and you can name your own price. I won't
ing and publishing material on in 1936.
be choosey about color either. Hair is hair.
greatest
country's
two of the
Pogue has remained active in
LEONARD BROWN, OKLAHOMA CITY
generals - George C. Marshall Murray State affairs. He is cur- Ill
made from
and Dwight D. Eisenhower.
rently a vice-chairman of the Ill
DEAR ABBY: I bear you're looking for bald Indians.
The Crittenden County native, Robert A. "Fats" Everett Mewho also served on the Murray morial Scholarship Commission
Well, Sam Churchill up in Yakima, Wash, did a little
State faculty on two different and will become presidentresearch for you.
occasions, 1933-37 and 1954-56, elect of the Murray State UniAccording to him, Indian Agency Superintendent Bill
helped as an Army historian Am versity Alumni Association this It!
Scblick says be has never seen a bald Indian and he has dealt
after World War II spring and take office as pre- Iii
mediately
Oa
Warm
and
Colville
including
Indians,
of
with thousands
record the combat history of sident in June of 1971.
to
IIITNIL
Springs tribe members. Bill's secretary, Ethel Mae Chase
the European war.
He was presented "The Dis- !1I
reported on the Klamath Indians in northern California and
His accounts included some tinguished Alumnus Award" of lii
Dunn
assistant,
Barney
Oregon-no baldies there. Schlick's
first-hand observations of the the university in 1964.
III
becks up both Bill and Ethel Mae. Dunn [part Sioux himself]
Normandy invasion, the libera
ill
is getting a little thin on top, but says that's because he's
tion of Paris, the attack on the
the
Bulge,
the
of
flank
north
short on Indian blood. If I round up any more information, I
capture of Leipzig, and the linkYOUR YAKIMA CORRESPONDENT
will write.
it!
ing up of American forces with
DEAR CORRESPONDENT: Better yet, mead smoke
the Russians at Torgau.
III
Returning to civilian life in
signals!
late 1945, he took an assignment to write a short history o
CONFIDENTIAL TO BIG CHIEF NO BULL: flat's
Gen. Eisenhower's headquart
fumy. Yee don't LOOK Indies!
ers, SHAEF, followed by a dir
ective from Eisenhower le
What's year problem! You'll feel better if you get It el/
than a year later to write the
Today tuberculosis is no longyour chest. Write to ABBY. Bea WSW LAS Aageks, Cal.
complete history,.
er a terrifying disease to most
ISIS. Par a persestal reply metes, stamped. addressed
He used a new technique -people. It can be treated-even
eavelepe.
I
"oral history," taping interviews prevented-by a drug called 15as well as making stenographic °Wail&
notes, and spent years travelMillions of older Americans, lii is
with Eisenhow- however, remember earlier dedent at MSU and is delighted ing and talking
searchas
well
as
cades In this century when TB
to continue his career in the er associates
personal files. was feared as the leading killer
III
Motel Industry in Murray. He ing the general's
aclie finished the official
disease, the White Plague. Peopthinks the rapid growth of MSU,
general's European le died by the thousands, and bed Ill Ill
the extensive expansion of Mur- count of the
"The Sup- rest wa.s the recommended
treat- Ill III
ray Mfg. Co. and the constant command. entitled
and present. ment. TB patients were
growth and expansion of Sager reme Comm3nd,"
isolated
ill
Eisen-President
then
to
it
ed
Glove, Standard Textile, Inc.
in sanatoriums. But many others
1954.
in
hower
Vanderbilt Chemical and Ryan
were infected with the germ-Pogue became director of the without even knowing it. The III UI
Company along with other inResearch
Marshall
dustry and business guarantee George C.
germs were almost everywhere. Ill
Wesley Newman "Buddy" for Murray and vicinity a bright Library in Lexington, Va., in
Today TB occurs sPoradica.
1956, and since 1964 has been
Jones of Owensboro, Ky. has and growing future.
Ily in elderly people who were
Mar
the
of
director
executive
of
Innkeeper
been appointed
Jones went on to soy that be
Infected-without realizing it-the Holiday Inn of Murray, ac- is impressed with the rapid shall Foundation.
III
years ago when the germ was so
ol
account
four-volume
His
cording to an announcement by growth of retail mercantile facommon. The germs remained Ill
alis
Marshall
Gen.
of
life
Owen Billington, President of cilities in Murray, but.feel' Mur- the
alive but dormant In these peop- III
most three-fourths completed
Murray Investors, Inc.
le.
C.
"George
The first volume,
HELPS SATISFY TOBACCO HUNGER
Jones, age 26, Is the son of
If the disease progresses un. iii
Marshall: The Education of a
Mr. and Mm. Tony Jones of
a
person
$1.49
can
detected,
infect
General," was published in 1963
1822 Bonnie Castle Drive, Owothers. And he himself (an gee III Ill
Value
iii
ensboro. He is a graduate of
Ill
sick-feel weak and irritable, By
ray and the Lakes Areas should the time night sweats, a
Owensboro High School, Bethel
rapid
In
solicit, advertise, and encourJunior College and Murray State
pulse rate, and low grade fever
iii ill
age more tourist business due
University.
set in, the infected person may
to the unusual outdoor recreaFor the past seven years
know something is clearly wrong
truly
"Murray
faciilties.
tional
Ill
Hotel.
the
in
been
has
Jones
and see a doctor. Weight loss and
cultural,
retail,
a
become
Ill
can
in
positions
with
MotelIndustry
breath
of
are
shortness
signs
and recreational attraction frr
Iowa,'Florida, DRUMM xna- Ken.
surrounding area". Jones said. of well-deeeloped disease.
tacky.
He is' a member of the First
III
Baptist Church of Murray, the
STORE
State and National Chamber of
111
Jaycees,
A.,
P.
T.
Commerce,
I
!
!
Ky. Hotel-Motel Association as
well as the American HotelIll
Motel Association and the My.
of.IVE 11011.EVARD
Ill
Resta urant AMOCillti011.
- FREE PICKUP and DELIVERY Jones said that he appreciatIll
of
Fine Cleaning. * Phone 753 31152
aarposphere
Truly
friendly
ed the
stua
while
Murray residents
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For Drier, Happier Babies!
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JIM ADAMS I G A

Northside
Shopping
, Center

Northside
Shopping
Center

Prices In This Ad Good Through Tue,cay March 24

;*

III

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITY
FIRST IN FINE MEAT

III

!I!

I'S

CHICKEN
BREASTS

COUNTRY STYLE

CENTER CUT
hi

RIBS
59c
PORK CHOPS BACK
CUT
FIRsaliK CHOPS
49c
BAR -B-0 CHICKEN 59'
MATCH
LESS
ULTRA BRITE
DRISTAN
$1.11
BACON
LISTERINE
B 69c JUST WONDERFUL
670
LB.

III

III
III

III

!I!

ate

III

III
!!
I
III

III

hi
III

11
II
II

FRESH

-STORE COOKED

LB

II
11

Lw

ONLY

III
IS

tIES

HAIR SPRAY

BANQUET

AI
ICAIL6

DETERGENT

III
III

ru
ii
I

12 OZ. CAN

NI
!I!
555

III
II;
111

hi
!I!
HI
III

hi hi
'Hi hi
III
!I!
III
HI

hi
:31 III
III

III

III !I!
III

III
III
II

INC

!
!
I
III
III

III
III
IN

III

'I
'S
'I

89c

KRAFT

VELVEETA

CHEESE
2LB 19

NO. 2/2

7 OZ BOX

HUNTS

MACARONI
DINNERS

300 CAN

TOMATO
WEDGES

KITCHEN KRAFT

303 CAN

Blackeye Peas

5/S1 00 2/29c 2/35C
SHORTENING

GA

BISCUITS
"Z

AN

6/49c

,c-u

TOWELS
CRISCO 79C SUNSHINE
sPYCRACKERS 29c
4/1.00
CARROTS LETTUCE 19c GREEN ONIONSIRADISHES
1 LB. BOX

GA

3 LB. CAN

BIG ROLL

KR

FRESH, CRISP

1 LB. PKG.

ICEBERG

OC

FRESH, CRISP

OCCELLO

BUNCH

HEAD
PKG

II!

BLAZER

HUNTS

JUST LOW PRICES !

I'

=•

10 LB. BAG

• JIM ADAMS IGA STORE POLICY

GIANT SIZE

III

HI

TRAIL
GOD

3/89c
39c
9c 12/$1.00
NO STAMPS
NO GAMES
TIDE 69 NO Sr FORCED PURCHASES PEACHES3/19c

III

II
'I

DOG FOOD

DRINK SOFT DRINK

590

DOG

zc

III

OZ.

R AG'S

IGA

GAL.

SIP

II

TROP

FRUIT PIES

III
III

IN

75C

REG. 79c
ONLY

._
IV
II

nplete
in Up

REG. -I39c.

REG. $1.39
ONLY

;6

18

LB.

OC

Store OPEN 24 Hours DAILY -- CLOSED SUNDAY
Remembers. At JIM ADAMS IGA It's the total on the tape that counts!

eral Building, Clinton, Ky. 42031
Phone 653-223l.

fts#.• iffo Cfikaki

When glueing braid or ribbon
on a flat surface tor decoration,
such as window shades, waste
cans or cornice boards be sure
they will not ravel. One way to
stop this raveling is to coat the
braid or ribbon with clear finger
oall polish before you cat. You
will otli) need to cosi about 14
Inch right where you are going
to cut. Finger nailpotish is harmtel to some tallies- Be sure
and test the braid or ribbon before per start. — Mrs. Mildred
W. Potts, La enter, Ky. 45356
Phu= 665-34-71.

4.

41P.' ri

- allw•
•‘

44.1 MI 40
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MONEY MANAGEMENT— How
much do you spend on food for
your family each week"' Are you
spending more than you have to
or are you spending more than
your should? There is a difference between your food bill and
your grocery bill. Your grocery
bill includes many non-food items
such as cleaning styplies, paper
products, etc. You might want to
check to see if you are s-upplying
your family the food they need
from the four food groups needed for good nutrition. — Miss
Irma Hamilton,Courthouse, Mayfield, Ky. 42066 Phone: 247-2334.
--Monosodium glutamate has
certainly been in the news during
the last few months Monosodium
glutamate Is a salt of glutamic
acid, a natural ingredient of every protein food, including such
foods as beefsteak, cheese, tomatoes, mushrooms and a mother's milk. The pure monosodium
glutamate used as a !layer' enhancer is derived tow( natural
foods. It is .the component in
these foods responsible for flay-

' BUYING RADiT FOR YOUR
RC
— When homemakers
start &joking about booso-cleao"
log and painting their homes,
that's a cap(' sign spring is on
be "O. If You Plan to d° s°°1°
painting this spring, you'll want
to consider color, amount of
gloss, and what the paint is
made of.
Should you buy dull, semigloss or glossy paint? Dull finishes are best for large wall
areas.
Areas that become soiled
of
begin
to
thinking
time
It's
such as woodwork, need
easily,
spring outfits. Easter comes earlithe
ly in 1970. Already, spring mat- paint with a slight sheen,
erials and patterns are showing room is small and has many
the gay new styles. Why not beaa openings, use a semi-gloss paint
same color
early bird and use these cold dstys on the woodwork the
on the
used
paint
dull
the
as
—
outfit?
to sew tv that Easter
be
Catherine C. Thompson, Hick- walls. Glossy paint should
man, Ky., 420507Pbone — 236- used only in the kitchen or bathroom, as this type of finish re2351.
fleets sharp rays of light.
Paints well chosen will last
for years. — Barletta Wrather,
- Did you ever wonder just what 209 Maple Street., Murray, Ky.
"wash and wear" really means?
1 Pb;753.1452.
This can be any fabric which has
been treated with a finish which
READING AREAS — Where
allows it to recover from washing with a minimum amount of do you do most of your readwrinkling. — Maxine Griffin, Fed- ing? If the best lights and the

or and is a safe and lisiesolme
Ingredient. The &mood at pro
monosodium glutamate Mid kr
processors and bomasolkars to
restore peak flavor is relatively
Insignificant, about 1 parent fa
2 percent of the giutemelsomterslly present in food. — Mies Pd.
ricia Everett, Courthouse, Bea
too, Ky., 42025,

TIMFs
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ovens. This feature has never 4-'2 hour period. This temperateen available except on models ture range is well within the
using a heavy metal safety shield limits requested by the National
when the self-clean cycle is in opCommission on Product Safety.
eratic°.
The low temperature door,
when used with a conventional
In making the announcement,
oven, will reach a temperature
Clark told conference attendees
of 99 degrees with the oven
new
its
offering
is
Tappan
that
operating at 412 degrees in an
manufacturers
all
oven door to
ambient room temperature of
of gas and electric ranges on a
degrees after one hour.
77
The Tappan Companyhasdeve. license free basis.
loped a totally new concept that
keeps the trout of glass ova) He said, "In the spirit of A working model for inspection
doors cool enough to touch while cooperation among range manufa- was on display at the conference.
Clark added that a technical
they are in the pyrolytic aij
cturers, and in the interest of
cleaning high temperature cycle. the consumer's safety, we belie- paper on the low temperature
door's performance under rigid
The Tappan concept is inline with
ve this new oven door should be
recommendations by the National made immediately available to test conditions will be presented
Commission on Product Safety. all pyrolytic self-cleaning range at the annual Institute of ElectriAnnouncement of the develop. producers. As a result, we are cal and Electronics Engineers
(LE.E.E.) meeting in Mansfield,
meat was made by Truman B.
offering it to all appliance manuClark, Tappan Division presi- facturers on a license tree bas- May 5-6.
dent, at the joint American Gas is."
"In fact , widely accepted colAssoclation-Gas applianFceebrManuary According to Clark,the Tappan ored glass oven door panels can
ufacturers Association Confers). Company has filed an express be used as the manufacturer dece in Washington,
sires," Clark explained."Exterwaiver in the patent office
22.25. Tappan, headquartered in will make the development avail- nal surface temperature reduc.
Mansfield.Ohio, Is ateading pre
able to the industry without any tion is obtained via a specially
ducer of major kitchen applian- license or other formality.
designed glass shield that covers
ces, cabinets and vanities.
the oven door window panel. The
Considered a major breakthr- When explaining its operation uniquely designed shield is eyeough in range design, the new and construction, he stated that appealing, actually adding to the
Tappan oven door offers the con- when the low temperature door beauty of the range."
venience of "see-through" tak- Is used with a pyrolytic oven at
ing and broiling on pyrolytic an internal temperature of 925 The oven door can be color
degrees and aa ambient room coordinated in any of today's
temperature of 80 degrees, the popular appliance colors with
easiest chairs are in the Living
external door surface and glass conventional enamel paint used
room, that is probably the best
panel will reach a temperature on present pyrolytic self-cleanyour
keep
books
to
and
place
156 degrees at the end of a ing ovens, according to Clark.
of
magazines. The family room is
not always the best place for
reading especially if television is popular in your home. The
bedroom offers a quite reading
area and in a small corner, you
can add a comfortable chair,
table or book shelf and a good
reading lamp and you have a
oozy reading center. — Juanita'
Amonett, Courthouse, Paducah,
Ky. 42001 Telephone — 442-2718.

Breakthrou
By Tappan
On New Oven

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
3 Tilly of respect
ACROSS
4-Walk
5 Possessed
I Mil* sheep
6 Part of "to be
4-Pretense
7 Commemorative
8 Meadow
disk
11 Mortarr.medan
8 Ordinance
name
9
Printer's
Domesticate
12
measure
13-Poke, stake
10 Essork•
15-Made deep
14-Merit
incision in
16Brickcarrying
17 Condensed
device
moisture
18 Printer s
19 Symbol for
Te.11SUR
tantalum
20-Uppermost part 21-Earthenware
22-Novelty
21 Shallow vessel
23 Pronoun
22 Distant
24-Edible seed
23-Hurried
TS-Temporary bed
25-Mountain pass
26-Cravat
lake
Mountain
26
28 Seed container
27-Pronoun
29-Mature
28-Vessel
31 -Uncouth person
29 Help
30:Babylonian deity 32-Reverence
31-Modest residence 33 Tea,
33 Note of
scale
35-Young boy
36-Female sheep
37-Transfix
38 Highway
40-Exist
: ntains of
41•Mciu
Europe
42-Unit of Siamese
currency
43 One no matte,
which
44-Guide's high
note
45-Pronoun
46 Wooden pin
47-Occurrences
50.Transaction
52-Heraldry
grafted
54-Dine
55 Beam
56-Float in air
57 Attempt
DOWN
1-Tattered cloth
2-A state (abbr)

WEDNESD

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
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17
34 Abstract being 41 Beverage
35-Unit ot Litton - 43 Threatoed sloth
44-Without end
currency
46 Soar
37-Heavenly body
47-Greek
letter
38-Foray
48 Sailor (colioq )
39-Amphibious
49-Pigpen
mammal •
51 Cooled lava
40 Mountains of
53•Negative
South America
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WE'RE DOING OUR

BEN FRANKLIN
DOWNTOWN, MURRAY

LOW

LOW

PRICES

Clothes
Pins

Wrigley Gum
Regular 5c
package

Reg. 12 for 14

12

Cracker Jacks
Regular 14
61 box
Jumbo Paper Towels
Regular 34 Now 14 each

for 1(1

Rose
Regular 14
each

MARCH 19 20

When you buy any size
sundae ...we'll'give you
another for 1c.
Come out and do your thing.
ring a friend.

250 350, or 450

ri!Weitamilinzmwrim
VALUABLE COUPON
Reg. a*
PAPERINATE

FLAIR PENS
Save 21*

i)

28°

With °rupee
Tapered nylon tip, writes
inioothly. Ideal for sketch
ing. Wide color choice.

Wash Cloths
Regular 14

reg. 14 SPONGE

BEN frnlyt,N,1,S\ LIN
"Omit-(. nen Franklin ...Shop Where Your
•-•

Dairq 444

.4 ea.

each

0

8:
8: JO-9:1H)

-••
N
- 5:00
Saturday

7

Queen
Dam,
Queen

Main Street

Murray, Ky.
4.

C.ver.

Wh
enli
sho
spe
fora
Of the hu
States 0
librarians
mended

Of the 22
are sing!
from 7 t
Encyclo
Book of

Eat,drink and be merry!

Neighbors Shop-

4730-6:00

oaf

Of these
&web
chased d
(Seethe
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LIBERTY COUPON

sterday's Puzzle
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1119
Li101

YOU ALWAYS SAVE MORE
WHEN YOU SHOP AT LIBERTY
LOW LOW PRICES PLUS
TREASURE CHEST STAMPS
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT

Ll@M
111:411E7
EU 111M
d[101111
MOM

I/ I

50 TREASURE CHEST STAMPS 50
With Coupon and $5.00 Purchase
Exc. Tobacco & Dairy Products,

AT .

BERT?
0 LB.49 C)'ST
TOWELS 3von Si
59t
ROAST
8 FRYE S
. nn
8
HAM
COFFEE
Jae
HAM
L
St
49

rf),M BOO
.21.1W

tanun
cacia

VOID AFTER MAR. 24th

17

worap
roo-tosd sloth
tbout end

THE WORLD'S
FINEST SHORTENING
SNOWDRIFT
3 LB. 39c

look lotto,
(colloct)
pen
plod lora
ptivo

U. S. CHOICE

CHUCK

CAN

FIRST CUT

LB.

VIVA PAPER

FOLG_EB5. INSTANT

COFFEE
DEL MONTE
CAT '1,

$1.13

6 OZ.,JAR

14 OZ.
wt BOTTLES

S1

CANS

WHOLE

49t,

STRAWBERRY

CENTER SLICED

FRESH
NECK BONES
NICE THICK
FAT BACK

ri

LB.

TENDER SMOKED
7 to 8 Lb. Avg.

24 OZ.

BOTTLE

BUTT PORTION LB. !

•

L !QUID BLEACH

AL ON
SAL

15h Oz,
Can
CHIEF CHUM
16 01. CAN

ON

NK
Tall can

LB.

29C
29C

•

SHANK
PORTION
6 to 84.P.
Avg.

U. S. NO. 1 OVEN READY

BR EAST
LB. 59c
THIGHS
LB. 59c
LEGS
LB. 59c
WINGS
LB. 23c
BACKS & NECKS LB. 10c
FRESH
FRESH
LB
LIVER 89c IZZARDS 79r

6 to 8 Lb. Avg.

CHUNK

BAG43t

HORBMEEo.tLNS
WITH

CUT UP CHICKENS

LB.

TUNA PICNICS
HENS
3
1COCKTAIL
BACON
790
10
it W
49
kII ii!It
f6IUPT,I,q, .39 BAc0N L8.69C
49C
HAMBURGER MEAT
Chuckwagon Steak 6 Mt
JoiliED
39 Pork Cutlets
L6.19
69C
STEAK
ORANGE
Dinnersstill
3
OLEO
5 JUICE
35t
$1
19C
49 SECRET
MARTHA WHITE

GAL.

REELFOOT SMOKED

DEL MONTE

PUREX MEAL
5LB.
49t
CHILI
3

39C
39C

COUNTRY SKILLET
U. S. INSPECTED

18 OZ. JAR
sAVOY GRAPE JELLY lict oz
OR PEACH PRESERVES 0'31
,—R—

CAN

LB.

1O.2

SAVOY PRESERVE

LB

OLD FASHIONED LARGE
BY THE STICK
BOLOGNA
FRESH SLICED
BEEF LIVER
LB.

j

HUNTS
HALVES

FOLGERS

BOSTON BUTT PORK

6/2 Oz. CanSl

LB.49e

DEL MONTE
42.ANsi
FRUIT 1130;

LB.

MISS LIBERTY SLICED
RINDLESS

303N59

1ETEyNLI
trE
emEivt,tt

EXCELLENT BAKING
QUALITY49C

LB.

SWIFT SWEET RASHER

LE ER
MARID STUFFED
REG. JAR
12 UL. JAR

21 0
ILLUS
WOR

ED
NCY

LB.

PEDIA

FOR -

BY THE PIELCE
8.

-41'....*:tv

—99"

•

miaow MOP

***

AWNS

PORK FRESH SLICED

min •••••

L.13

9.0 WWII. •••••

...yepeweisMal elmemeler

•m

990•11119
oi1111111
,

-wow
,. .•• .3• • 4•
11111111011

•
A,:1

MORTON'S 11 OZ P G

Frosty Acres

vomPOP..

moat -

'

*NIP

•

YELLOW
SOLIDS

TRADE WINDS BREA
16 OZ. PKG.

LBS.

12 OZ. CAN

memmall11/

NEW DEODORAITTASTRAY

What every
enlightened parent
should know about
spending money
fora fine encyclopedia

Of the hundreds of encyclopedias published in the United
States, only 22 meet the high standards of professional
librarians and educators, and are on the nationwide Recom•
mended List.

Only 3 are judged best
for children 7 to 14. Of the 22 Rated and Recommended encyclopedias. only 3
are singled out for the special needs of school children
from 7 to 14 years of age The 3 are Illustrated World
Encyclopedia • Britannica Junior Encyclopaedia • The New
Book of Knowledge.

11!

•

Illustrated World Encyclopedia
priced lowest.

Of these 3 fine encyclopedias. only the Illustrited World
Encyclopedia is not sold door-to.door. and clIP be pur•
chased directly frog?, us for a total cost of only $40.29 —
(Seethe comparati4e price chart above.)
T.... CM 1,111
•••••••• 0‘....••••r •
Ii••••••• listerttep••1•••••• Pronl I tell

411k.

of
,

Into

rtorq
offert

take
vol. 1 for only

I .year membershto ,r1SGIP I hrary research program you ivalue $5 00
when you buy volume 1 In, only 49e 10.year free membership
$30 001 when you buy the complete 21 vOlurng set

collect au 21 volumes—Buy a volume each week
II you're convinced with volume 1—come in
and buy a volurnma-week for only $1.99 each.
Soon you'll own the full 21 volume set
at a total cost of only $40.29.
•

It true. only 3 encyclopedias school-oriented for student.
agtr '7 to 14 are professionally recommended. You can buy tv.
of them from door-to-door salesmen for $199.50 and .$149 r,
respectively. Or you can buy the Illustrated World Ency
perl.A directly from us for only 140.29.

The hltw Book of Knowledge

PRICE

$t99.50

Britannica Junior Encyclopaedia

149 50

Illustrated World Encyclopedia

40.29
•••:, •' •

3 OZ.

i NEW CROP-FIRM HEAD

CERTIFIED BLUE TAG SEED

get FREE 1 year library
Research Service(55 value)

TITLE

1.09 VALUE

POTltitiST 9y 1§F10: $4.9 CABBAGE

LB 5C

B

HAIR SPRAY
CELLO

CARROTS

, 89c VALUE
30Z. CAN

59C

GREEN

LB PKG 10c

LIBERTY
CRISCO 3 LB. CAN 49c
SNOWDRIFT 3 LB. CAN 39c
With Coupon and $5:00 Pur.
Exc. Tobacco & Dairy Product
Void After March 24th.

BUNCH
ONIONS

50 TREASURE CHEST 50
.5TAMPS
With his Loudon and
Purchase of 22 Oz.
Liquid Chiffon
• 22 OZ. 39c
Void After March 24th.

10

L IBER1 T COUPON
WORT14•40c
TRAIL BLAZER
DOG FQOD
25 LB BAG $1.89
WITH THIS COUPON
VOID AFTER MARCH 24th
%or

•
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Various Rigs Hospital
Used, Croppic0,923
Fishermen

L IT1 fl s-1:%Prrit: III AlYilklat:4

Report
,

IsfARL H 14, 1970

Poll
Wor
Sche

40

,
III

DISMISSALS

Louis Lyons, Rte. 3, Murray;
Garland, 412 S. 12th St.,
When the crappie are on the Wade
Mrs. Dottie Bailey, 1636
Murray;
KothenertticktienandtuckyHarlakkiesey
Hurbert Donelson,
ur
main. Mray;
lakes and
N. 39th St., Stone Park,
1800
4i
used
are
rigs
fishing
various
Ill. 60165 ; Miss Catherine Jones,
harvest them.
1, Hardin; Clarence BramfRte.
for
The favorite, especially
y;
hechlozg
,Isisatttst
" Murra
2nd St
Meadow
601
15°9 N.Dunn,
acanlineniNeYirs..Norma
gPs
eich
wh
poletityo gr
Murray; GeorgeDunn,Rte.
slightly shorter than the length Lane,
of the pole and on the line are
Vine, Murray.
one or two Aberdeen hooks, a 505
sinker and a very light cork. To
this add the minnow as the lure
and you'll have a rig that wiu ADULTS 102
probably catch more fish than NURSERY 5 •
any other during the croppie MARCH 15, 1970
run.
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
The "run", which is being
the
West
into
Kentucky
turned
rGyal Laotian soldier \,k ;itches a convoy
Nancy Thompson and
HIGHWAY 13 IN LAOS Sitting high on a ridge, a
Croppie Festival this year thro- Mrs.
Vientiane The road
Rte.;Hazel.
Girl,
Baby
left center wind its way along Highway 13 about )40 miles north of
ugh a Cooperative plan by the De.
DISMISSALS
is Laos' main nor h-south highway.
partments of Highways, Parks,
Lemon McDougal, Rte. 3,MurPublic Information and Fish
, Rte. 1,
and Wildlife, usually occurs in ray; Jerry Pendergrass
Rte. 4,
dependent businessmen were adDouglas,
Ira
Murray;
a
for
bet
April. The best
climax
Futrell,
Effie
vocating such controls, it was
Mrs.
Murray;
is around the middle of this
Murray; Mrs.
believed to be a much smaller
month. It may continue in full 407 So. 6th St.,
percentage than the current vote
W. Olive, Mu
force for three weeks, or it may Omie Jones, 1626
indicates.
rray; Mrs. Inez Waggerner, 206
and
afire
house
then
a
like
start
In another survey activity, the
Toy Brandie off suddehly as the weather So. 16th St., Murray;
Federation conducts a rolling
Hazel.
I,
Rte.
don,
changes. When a cessation of
type of survey continuously reactivity occurs, however, it doceiving about 10,000 responses
In what might be termed a price controls.
esn't mean the end of the run. DETROIT (UPI) — Kansas
made
is
Provision
month.
each
perhigh
a
"Hobson's choice"
Asked, 'Are you for or againIt'll resume when weather convolunteer
add
to
respondents
for
two-mile relay in a
centaze of the nation's indepen- st enactment of Federal controls
return to normal. The won the
dLions
form
survey
the
time of 7:25.7 for
record
world
dent businessmen prefer more over wages and prices?",58 per- comments to
run is created when the crop*
the Jayhawks sent
with about 25 percent each moot!:
ata,d
laps
11
bureaucracy'to more inflation. cent voted in opposition, with
move into the shallow water le
adding such comments.
on to take the team title in the
This can be constructed from percent undecided.
spawn. And this occurs eaCII
nationwide
NCAA indoor track and Held
completed
the just
s
the
tempetstat
water
year
when
eyer the past few montps. Arc'
cliantikaishi
Poll conducted IV the National+ Federatiee-researeners-eapr62
That
degree
mark.
the
reaches
'
Federation of Independent,Bus- ess surprise over the high vote hs some respondents have put most usually is in April.
mess that reveals 34 percent in favor of such controls. While thernselves on record for wage
But back to the rig. If the croon the
are in favor of the Federal gov- some indications had been pm- and price controls as the only ppie are in the deeper waters shoreline, that the cork
rig should be lowered to
same
ineaus of solving the inflation
eminent setting UP wage and viousi) received that some
sloughs, preparing to move
about 12 to 18 inches and the
problem the number of these of the
nearer the bank, the cane pole is
to
the
belief
lead
minnow more or less jigged arexpressions
into-use by family groups
that 5 percent or less of the brought
ound the stickups near the bank.
in boats. The boat is anchored
independent businessmen favorThis is when the croppie are oct.
near submerged stumps or other
spawning nests and when they
ed such controls.
the
croppie
It is believed that the heavy underwater cover, where
with more vigor than at any
hit
the dangling minnow is
time.
minority vote was engendered lurk, and
other
to the
by frustration over high interest dropped overboard almost
in addition to the family
But,
The cork is
rates. While the returns show a bottom of the lake.
and line method, there's
pole
minwide variance of opinion from adjusted so as to allow the
system for the caster, also
up close a that's another story.
state to state, there are indica- now to swim about,
But
cork also
tions that local conditions are a to the cover. This
acts as a beacon to the fisher•
factor.
croppie
This belief is predicted on the man. AS soon as the
know
will
the
fisherman
nibbles,
fact that the greatest support for
a bite. The cork
controls comes primarily from he is getting
so that it
states where the interest rates should be very light resisteuce
much
are the highest, or from states Will not offer bites. The s
In which a previous building toom when the fish
may 50 Mi
has been either durtailed or brou- then should be the line and the
down
pull
to
as
ght to a halt primarily by both
the desired area.
the lack of mortgage money, minnow toshould be of the Aberhook
the
or the high rates on the money
it becomesi
deen variety so that if
available.
stump
hung in the underbrush or a
with a
out
straightened
be
it can
slight pull. This prevents a line
breakon, The hook may be straightened out again and used over
and over. It a 14 foot pole is used
SCOTT HIGHEST PAID
the line should be about 13 feet
WASHINGTON (UPI) — Char- long. This allows the fisherman
and bait and
lie Scott's half-million contract to control his line
location.
with the Caps today made him set it in the desired
is hook- AMBUSHED
Polyca poti
the highest paid professional If an extra large croppie
be used to tleolghadits ,(;)bovei. former.
athlete in the city of Washing- ed, then a net should
out
pull
apt to
interior minister of Cyprus
ton, topping the $120,000 the land it. The hook is
mouth if it V.116 had been linked with :in
Senators paid home-run hitter of the extremely soft
up out of the ,ttertipt on the life of ArchFrank Howard for a one-year is hoisted straight
water.
bishop Mak.irios. was shot
pact.
The croppie fisherman may tu death by :imbushers outhe
if
rigs
such
Scott, who averaged 22.1 use a half dozen
side Nicosia Authorities said
points a game in three years is in the boat alone. If the family tleirghodjis was lured outt-1,111 • ahoy,
WHERE EAST AND WEST WILL MEET The
with the University of North is present, a pole to each mem- side his heavily -guarded
site 1.r the
r n
t
F
Carolina, said he elected to sign ber would cause less tangling hcme by an anonymous telemu
ii Ii no. r %VIM Stoph
•
with the American Basketball and would generally be easier phone caller who promised
...III he the
.. lir .t nit
W,st ,;• •
Association because of "more to handle.
lam motion on the plot to
When the croppie move into the
;1•l fro ny
• • ,-;Ition.,
fir,t
money."
if
kill M:ik.ir

',Oruro

by R. Van Buren

Abbie 'N'Slats
r.hATER
,,' TNAT
Viko, SHOULD I WQR);

wruc'THE CAMERA'S

•

1,ADEC)

AFTER ROCK
HUTZPA1-4 HAS RETIRED
FOR HIS AFTERNOON NAP

1-4u6 HER /76/ITER,
CHARLIE SHE 5 NOT
BREAKABLE. SHE'S
A 4NOariAN. NOT A
FLOOR LAMP

SUE
GROGGIN5 -THAT'S
BETTER cur!!

PRETEND SHE'S

,i1

)

•

have the dollar bill redesigned like
BUCKING THE 0005, Sea. Karl Mundt, R S.D.. would
this a reproductiop of the Mount Rushmore Memorial replacing the "ONE" on the back
Memorial is Washington, Jefferson. Lincoln. Roosevelt Theodore) carved in the mountain.

LERMANS
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

SPRING
SPORT COATS
Double & Single Breasted Models
2 & 3 Buttons Bright Spring Plaids,
Checks, Stripes.

$19.98-$35.00
DRESS SHIRTS
THAT SPEAK OUT
Bold Solids &
Stripes, Both Long & Short
Sleeve By Fruit Of The Loom,
Norman, & Campus.

$2.99 to $6.00s
HUBBARD
Slacks for Spring
Stay Creased Blends In
Solids,
Plaids and Checks.

$6.98 to $16.00
\t:AIT TO
PINCH SOMEONE,
I'LL P11401 t+il`i

WIFE!! SHE'S
TWICE. THEGIRLtou
ARE!!

Bright
Neckwear
Latest Patterns

Color 1.50 To 4.00
Open Fri. Nite Till 8:00

BANKAMERICARD
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Pollution
Workshops
Scheduled

let
KING SIZE

49

IVORY

LIQUID
ONLY

FRANKFORT, Ky.- Eight Ito.
rkshops to help Kentucky manufacturers meet newly enacted
air pollution control standards
are scheduled in different sectors of the state April 1 through
June 10.
The workshops, a facet of Kentucky's technical service to industry, were organized to provide specific information - to
deal with practicalities, nottheories - for complying with the
new standards.
Commissioner Paul Grubbs,
of the Department of Commerce,
said "Kentucky's air pollution
control regulations are now a
minty and must be met. I feel
that the standards provide adequate protection bar the public
and at the same time are fair
to industry. It is important for
industry to know what is re•
quired to reach the air quality
these standards set."
Participating in the workshops
besides the Department of Commerce will be the Kanbjcky Air
Pollution Control Commission,
the University of Kentucky,University of Louisville, Western Kentucky University, and Mm ray
State University.
Registration may be made through the Department of Commerce. hi& Building? Frankfort,
Ky. 40601. Fee for each workshop
session is 67.50 with lunch, and
$5 without.

MARKET E

Doz.

Offer Expires March 25.
LIMIT1 COUPON PER PURCHA

SAVE

STOKELY'S

Florida Juicy

ORANGES

Frosty Acres

FISH

STICKS

2 F°R 39
3 FoR $1

COFFEE
Mountain Grown

APPLES
9-Lb. Bag

Beef, Chicken & Turkey - 8-oz.

2

FOR

39*

390

Fresh Crisp

CELERY

75e

1 -lb. tin

Red and Yellow

8-oz,

Morton

POT PIES

FOLGER'S

0

- - 8-oz. pkg.

Frosty Seas.

.
.II111010

r Ic!IFP

rEllgPr'

In'

coif",

Large Stalk

Garden Delight

FRENCH FRIES_

21b. bag

15*

29e

Fresh

LETTUCE

Frosty Acres

FRUIT PIES

oz pkg

Large Firm Heads

2:O. 39r

Fresh woes

3

Peach, Apple, Cherry 20 oz.

ONIONS

F°R 8496

Bunch

10*
HOLLYWOOD (UP!)- It be.
gins to look as though crime
stories will outlast westerns as
the great staple of television
melodramas.
Maybe it's no surprise, but it
Is a PR. For while there was a
certain nostalgia and national
In the *leo sesOuss
that aFA
to euseper.
tise crime series are basically
an exploitation of a fascination
with sleaziness.
Westerns inevitably get more
and more dated, and of course
the anti-violence feeling hurts
their action plots. There is
surely much in the way of
violence in crime stories toobut these tales can be adjusted
more easily to the desirable
market of young adults in
terms of modern settings.
Crime Pays
The years of portraying
gangsters and other bums on
film as glamorous, romantic
anti-heroes rather than the
despicable slime they are has
undoubtedly had its effect on
the American subconscious.
Add to this the new, more
sophisticated methods of today's crime, and the insidious
entry into the corporate level
that fascinates Americans is
search of a fast dollar at any
price, and you can see th(
marketability of crime series.
Americans don't like crime it
the streets, but they obviously
don't mind it on television, is
short, the subject still has a
perverse hold on the secret
pleasures of the citizenry- as
long, of course, as no social
cause is Involved with crime.
Then it gets messy, and all the
fun is taken away. Who's sick?
At any rate, consider the
crime series on the network
-schedules for next season, and
you will see there are quite a
few.
ABC-TV, for ipsbuice, has
"The Silent Force," about a
secret service group that tries
to do in the Mafia. It has "Dan
August," a cops and robbers
program. It has "Zig Zag,"
about a trio that solves crimes.
These are all new shows. Other
crime series, such as "The Mod
Squad," are also returning.
Fakl Lineups
CPS-TV, of course, has such
series as "Hawaii Five-0,"
"Mannix" and "Mission: Impossible" coming back. Of
these, the most straightaway
crime show, "Hawaii Five-0,"
has become more and more
popular, and currently is one of
the highest-rated series on
television.
NBC-TV,
meanwhile, has
Such returning crime programs
as "Adam 1.1" and "Ironside,"
as well as "The Name of the
Game," -which may really be
listed in this category despite
his adornments, among them a
publishinr: empire background.
-111 these shows are just the
ahvious surface proof of crime
ser ies

and spend less

1 Doz. in Poly Bag

Morton

By RICK DU BROW

49c

PING&PONG 89'
BROCCOLI SPEARS

I
U
S
E
P
!
Set a better table

46-oz. can

MIXED VEGETABLES io

Television
In Review

74

GOOD
ONLY PARKER'S
SUPER

4110=

EGGS

WITH THIS COUPON

PRICE
WITHOUT
COUPON

=

rS

WEDNESDAY - MARCH 111.

.
4 0lIlllflhuI41=1
..m
.
mum..craoFREsH couNTRy

• By Lois Campbell

like
Nick
tain

M I.. P. RAY, KENTUCKY

Select the Part of the Chicken You Like
FRESH BREAST

lb. 59*
_ _ lb. 49*
lb. 49*
lb. 15*

LEGS
THIGHS
11414CIK,S':& RACKS
WINGg
.
Krey All-Meat 12-oz. pkg.

WIENERS 490
Lean Boneless

poRK 11

CUTLETS

SUPER VALUE
Brown and Serve

ROLLS
2/490

12 in pkg

A

4\

Vegetable
Shortening

lb. 29e

SLICED BACON SNOWDRIFT
Flavorite Brand
1 -1h. pkg.

3-1b. can

69

Craddock's Pure

PORK lb.6
SAUSAGE

Fresh Picnic Style
Bush White

PORK
OAST

HOMIN1

14; or (

‘ar, 3'flonr% 2ge

CHEESE

Yellow Solid

MARGARINE

3 LEI.

49-

nty
2 FOR 25" PAPER TOWELS

fi
i A
d iiiiii&
r
I" PAGHETTI

Kelly's

SLOPPY JOES

$1.1

I5-oz. can

Twin Pack

39c

39'

Green Giant

NUT PUS

2'fl:r-r 4ye STUFFED
OLIVES

Lipton

TEA

1011111t1
re-

7 a.m. to 9 p.m.

6 Da 's a \\ celt

sh

3qr

P
B ui CHERRIES

SHOP WHERE
YOU
CAN SAVE

3

.103

7q*,

all IIS
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MURRAY. KENTUCKY

Monthly Statement Might
Help Congress Decisions
If Congress were better infor- nding programs on its own.
However, the fact that Conmed on the changing status of
the Federal budget, it would vote gressmen can obtain current
more wisely to avoid over-spend- budget estimates from Treasury
LEXINGTON, Ky. — The
Department reports apparently
ing Federal income.
season is here. Reports
TGE
This is the argument Rep, convinced a larger number of
are coming in from several
Donald Brotzman (Colo.) presen- businessmen that some duplicaareas in the state that TGE
ts in proposing legislation to re- tion would be involved in Conhas struck again, according to
quire the Bureau of the Budget gressman Brotzman's proposal.
E. Wise, D. V. M., Extension
W.
to give Congress a monthly sta- And many others doubt that it
Veterinarian at the UK College
tement of Federal income and would work.
oi Agriculture.
The independent proprietors,
expenditures — like a business
TGE is a virus diease of
profit or loss statement— for the who have long been outspoken
swine. The virus remains infectfor economy in government and
current year.
ive about two days at temperaA poll of business owners by a balanced budget, have supporttures of 75 degrees. It will last
the National Federation of Indep- ed two other proposals aimed at
for years when frozen. With
endent Business fines 44 percent restraining Congressional speour present temperatures of 30
i left 1. NASA
agreeing such legislation would nding. One would require that
degrees to 50 degrees the virus
SPACE STATION Di Thomas Paine
MODEL
every bill introduced into the
be desirable.
will live for about three weeks.
administrator, and Dr. W,antici Von Braun, deputy adminisspace
The virus is usually taken in
But almost as many, 43 per- House of Representatives constation
during
a
S.
c
teleof
model
a
describe
trator,
the mouth. It is excep'through
cent, believe it is either not tain an estimate of its cost for
and
S.
I"
said
astronauts
vised inter:Jew. Paine
tionally contagious, affecting
needed because of Treasury re- the next two fiscal years. This
might be flying joint missions once the American "L"FlitTO
very litter in a farrowing house
ports now available or would be bill by Rep.. Robert Denny of
Moon program is completed.
Nebraska won approval of 81
in 48 hours. Visitors, you, dirty
Ignored by Congress.
its, birds, dogs, cats, and %TAnother 13 percent take a non- percent of the businessmen poSOVIET MANEUVERS Soviet tanks make their way through snow-covered countryside durWeek is sponsored by the U. S. ides can be carriers of the
lled by the Federation.
committed position.
ing military maneuvers in solithert,tosia.
Department of Agriculture and
Sen, Jacob Javits' proposal
E virus. Cut down on visitor
Businessmen in Kentucky renumerous trade associations, raffle.
sponded with 48 percent for the for a Commission to review Fedbeen developed. Antibiotics are
garden clubs, and garden magameasure, 35 percent against it, eral budget priorities and speimurn conformation score of
pigs under one week of age effective against secondary in' sines. Several organizations will
nding policy was endorsed by 69
11 with 17 percent undecided.
100%
suffer
usually
twelve is required on low
TGE
by
ha
pig's
the
sc
Maintaining
vaders.
assist in the land aping and
Whether Congress would act percent of the business owners.
choice.
Pigs three weeks of
mortality.
fluid balance by injection of
emen of urban
scenic improvt
But the businessmen are much
more economy-minded if a clearBrown said the Princeton
seldom die. Milking sows salt solutions and electrolytes
I and rural areas in Kentiacky. age
er, tap-to-date picture of Federal less convinced that the answer
run a
TO
sales
will offer a total of 87
by
affected
when
ram
is helpful. Have plenty of good
I The scope of .the prog
finances were available is a good lies in more government reporbulls; 49 Angus, nine Hereford,
temperature' stop making and clean water available for the
famfrom
agree
will
range
individual
probably
would
question, in view of Federal de- ts. Most
and 29 Polled Hereford. Twenetaevatiedl- pigs and raising the farrowing
Hy projects to statewide efforts ' Pigs may die from
ficits in 26 of the last 30 years. It lies with the individual Congty-two of the bulls have a 365
sows exposed to TGE
Pregnant
tp
de80
house
temperature
of
the
to improve
appearance
The Administration's budget ressman.
day adjusted weights of greater
LEXINGTON, Ky. — The na- the environment through effect.' may vomit, have diarrhea and grees cuts down on tile stress
than a 1,000 minds.
request for The 1971 fiscal year
one to two days.
in
Marrecover
spring
welcome
will
ion
nts
,
of chilling.
loh 20th, and begin a week of ive use of cultivated pis
is 200,8 billion with a hoped-for
The sales are sponsored by
No vaccines are.. presently Intentionally exposing sows
surplus of 1.3 billion. But since
available fro& commercial chan- to TGE virus is risky. More LEXINGTON, Ky. — The the UK Department of Animal
Scenic improvement with NaLSU STILL IN NIT
the present Congress exceeded
nels. Some producers in Uli than eight days is required for Eighth Annual Princeton Per- Sciences and the Kentucky CatPENSACOLA, Fla, (UPI)— tinnal Lawn and Garden Week,
budget requests for 1970, there Dick Lotz of Hayward, Calif., March 2046.
i mins are experimenting with a the sow to build up immunity formance Tested Bull Sales will tlemen's Association...
CUP
erostisining
is grave &neat that It trUl hold beat Dave Stockton by three
Louisia'be held March 20th at the UK_Dr. Richard W. Healey, HortiA
sow to to pass ofrioTher pigs. Sows West
the line.
Substation,
Kentucky
strokes to win the $151,000 culturist at the UK College of na Stile eted eorówn, 83- virus. This causes the
have
had
that
pass
antiTGE
up
build
Rep. Brotzn;an believes Con- Monsanto
Princeton. Sales will begin at
open golf tour- Agriculture, said the observan- E2, and Oklahoma upset Louis- have the diease and
to
bodies
pigs
the
through
their
passville, 74-73, to gain the quarter- some immunity which is
gress could establish better pri- nament.
milk as long as the Dlits are 12:30 (CST).
ce is intended to stimulate fInals the NaUonal
orities and a better vote upon
invitational - ed on to 'her pigs.- Varying re— nursing. In a TGE outbreak
a- Dr. Wiillatif L.- Sloan, Beef
of
hindscaping
grounds sur- Tournament.
specific appropriations if the
7.,.attle Specialist at the Unpersults have been reported.
only
the
bout
thing
to
is
do
ride
rounding public and private
YORK (UPI)— Mike
NEW
complex and changing governme•
The TGE virus established it it out. Scams not exposed or due tity of Kentucky College of Agbuildings; improving city parks;
of North Babylon,
nt financial situation were stated COOL HAND WINS
lining of the intest- to
Limongello
minimum
the
the
said
that
in
riculture,
self
farrow later should be farVIENNA (CPO—Russian athplanting trees along streets;
clearly each month by the Budines where it does its damage rowed in individual, widely-sep- requirements for selling bulls N.Y., won the first Don Carter
gold
22
10
the
of
landscaping
took
letes
communities
and
throget Bureau. The original Presi- ARCADIA, Calif. (UPI).— Cool
The pig absorb nutrients
arated farrowing houses. A are a 2.25 post weaning, (ADO) Bowling Classic by beating
dential budget is soon out of date Hand and Terlago won the split neighborhoods; and the im- medals at stake in the first ugh the intestinal wall because break in farrowing
with clean average daily gain, and 2.25 Mike McGrath of El Cerrito,
and
Track
as Congress adds and suhtracts, divisions of the $40,000 San provement of individual resi- Indoor European
of this damage.
up
and
can break weight per day of age at the Calif., 228-192, in the final.
disinfection
Field Championships.
delete, and originates new ape- Felipe Handicap at Santa Anita. deneet
No treatment for TGE ha the cycle.
conclusion of the test. The min•
National Lawn and Garden

NEXT WEEK IS
NATIONAL LAWN
AND GARDEN WEEK

BULL SALES SET
AT PRINCETON
FOR MARCH 20

Come in and See our Large Selection of EASTER
BASKETS and EASTER CANDY at Low Discount
Prices!

'WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
LIMIT QUANTITIES

'Gillette Right Guard
Super Dry AntI-persplrant

5

zi,EroerstectedA„, Bf:e`ohN

oz. Spray

CHEWABLE VITAMINS

for

GUARD

full

potency and flavor

Reg.'4.19

SALE!

2 28
•
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Minimum Basic Income Gets
Nod From 59 Per Cent Asked
If the support of independent nnessee , 44 percent, Mississbusinessmen of the Administra- ippi, 34 percent, Texas, 39 pertion's welfare reform proposal cent, Hawaii, 40 percent, Idaho,
continues, a reappraisal of who 46 percent, Wyoming,48 percent,
and what is conservative of lib- Utah, 38 percent.
eral may be necesqary.
It is felt that the last three
This is indicated by the Feb- of these states, due to !actors
ruary results of the continuous of limited populations and cold
rolling survey of the Nstirvial winters do not have much of a
Federation of Independent Bus- welfare problem.
iness which shows that the natWhile the Administration's key
ion's independent businessmen welfare' reform proposal would
support the program that would provide a basic annual income
give a minimum basic family for all families who cannot adeincome by a margin of 59 per- quately support themselves, thecent, with 31 percent opposed re is a work requirement involvand 10 percent undecided.
ed.
In January the national vote
These families could only quain favor was 61 percent, hence lify if the parents either took jobs
there is a slight drop register- available, or job training when
ed with 13,416 surveys run thr- offered. From a welfare base of
ough the computer.
$1600 per year , these families
The Administration's proposal would be able to keep their first
is under attack by those who iden- earned income of $60 per month
tify with the ultra-liberal camp without sacrificing any benefits,
as unfair due to its provisions but as private earnings increasto force people to take jobs, ed, they would surrender one
while those who identify with dollar in welfare to each twc
the ultra-conservatives condemn dollars earned, with government
the -plan as an extension of wel- assistance ended when the family
fare statism.
income for four reached $3,920.
Yet the nation's independent
Proponents of this program
and small businessmen generally
considered to be 4nnately conser- claim it would not only give peopvative, are apparently in support. le down on their luck the barest
Even more significant,is the hea- survival income, but it would
vy support being cast by these also compel present welfare re.
Independent businessmen in ar- cipients to make. an effort to
eas generally considered to be work, eliminating the current
bastions of rock-ribbed conser- situation where high welfare paymeats permit many welfare clievatism.
The state of Maine, despite nts to get by without making any
its long held image, shows that effort. It is also argued that
79 percent of the independent this plan would also release hordbusinessmen support the pro- es of people presently employed
gram of a minimum annual fam- as social workers for productive
ily income, with only 9 percent activity.
The opposition argues that with
opposed, and 12percent undecidthe realities of pplitics, the mined.
South Carolina, which has long imum guaranteed income would
been mirrored to the nation as end up merely as an addition to
living in the 19th century insofar present welfare payments.
Another argument seems to
as social outlook is concerned
shows 81 percent of the smaller gain substantial acceptance. Dr.
businessmen in favor, equal to Milton Friedman of the Univerthe support registered in Ohio sity of Chicago,considered a conwhere 81 percent are also in servative economist, was theftst to propose a plan similar to
favor.
States which show a support this, although much broader in
of 70 percent or more include scope, which has been called the
New York 71 percent, Iowa, 70 negative income tax.
His position was that it would
percent, North Dakota, 75 percent, Kansas ,75 percent, Flor- enable people on welfare to mainida, 77 percent, Kentucky, 80 tain dignity if they received the
percent, Alabama, 75 percent, monty directly, with discretionaArizona, 100 percent. Washing- ry spending of it, rather than
83 pen-eon!. C1r4441;041, 90 pow- their spending beinerepelltalsed
by social workers as at present.
:ent.
However, this has opened the
The balance of the states, with
the exception of 13 widely scatt- argument that if, for example,
ered ones show a majority of the the father of the family elected
Independent businessmen supp- to take all cash grants and spend
art the proposal. Of the states it in the local saloon, instead
that do not register a majority of buying food for his children,
society would not permit the
support, Arkansas leads with
only 8 percent in support. Others children to starve and would
are Connecticut, 39 percent, So- thus make additional provisions
uth Dakota,42 percent,Nebraska, in these cases which will result
49 percent, Virginia 45 percent, in taxpayers being breed to pay
North Carolina, 39 percent, Te- for both booze and milk.
Federation researchers cannot
predict whether the present suMinifass
pport for the Administration's
proposal will grow or weaken,
NEW
YORK (UPI) - This will depend on the strength
The shortest touchdown pass of opposing
arguments as the
in the National Football League debSte gets
underway. There
record books is two inches. The are indications
that union leadtoss came from Dallas' Eddie ers
are preparing to wage an all
LeBaron to Dick Bielski over out fight
against the proposed
Washington in 1960.
program.
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SIRLOIN STEAKS
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LB.

LB.
FRESH

PORICen OPSLa 99c

PORK ROAST
Ls 39c

FIELDS FULLY COOKED
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SHANK HALF

LB.

*
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Frosty Acres

8 Ear Pack

— — — — 12-oz.
— 8 oz
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0 zl
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811ueb
654 o
o

54

654

Crunch - 10-oz. U

****************************
KEEBLER

COOKIES
3/$1

1

PRODUCE

ENGLISH PEAS Fresh
CARROTS
SWEET POTATOES
BAKING POTATOES
GREEN ONIONS

49'
CORN ON THE COB Frosty err..
GRAPE JUICE
45°
ONION RINGS
39'
SARAH LEE ALL-BUTTER COFFEE RINGS
Maple
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L,790

L8. 59
0

—bag

39'
10'

lb.

10'

- — — — lb.
——-

Idaho
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*****************************
MUSSEL MANS

SNOWDRIFT

APPLESAUCE
2/34
BISCUITS
BUCKEYE PEAS PURPLE HULL
PEAS
2/230
2/280
2/290

Fig Bar, Oatmeal, Chocolate Chip,
Fudge Stick

"MERICO" BUTTERMILK
FLAKEY

3 LB.

KRAFT MIRACLE

303 CAN

KITCHEN KRAFT

KITCHEN KRAFT

303

9.5 OZ.

IC

PURE

CAN

303 CAN

VAN CAMPS

VAN CAMPS

MARGARINE PORK & BEANS • BEEF STEW
LB $1.00
2/350
500
300 CAN

1
ets

24 OZ.

ASSORTED SCOTT

I qt

PEACHES
E

59'

KING SIZE

IVORY LIQUID
ONLY

WITH THIS COUPON

PRICE
WITHOUT
COUPON

214 CAN

GOOD
ONLY
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NABISCO
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•••
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this offitinl poster being distributed by the
British Health Kthication council showing a "pregnantnhtle puts a good question up to pill Dr. Hill Jones. director.general of the council, said. We :ire tailing attention to the
tact that there es toiresponsihilit y. We nced- to dramatize
the male's obligation."' The message al bottom tuatis •t._',,tI tohe of the facts
.
life.- and goes Oil to suggest information can be hail It — the Family Planning
-A SitfteitilT
TUTTIV.;;117,"Luhilon athiresS
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WESSON
OREOS
OIL
45,
1 LB.

240Z.49'

STOKLEY
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CATSUP

COFFEE
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200Z.

9C
1 LB.
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85c

JOHNSONS 'GROCERY
3/24/70
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E
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TGE Infects
Some Swine
In Kentucky

Monthly Statement Might
Help Congress Decisions

Mini
Nod

If Congress were better Ifor- nding programs on its own.
However, the fact that Conmed on the changing status of
the Federal budget, it would vote gressmen can obtain current
more wisely to avoid over-spend- budget estimates from Treasury
LEXINGTON, Ky. - The
Department reports apparently
ing Federal income.
season is here. Reports
TGE
This is the argument Rep. convinced a larger number of
are coming in from several
duplicasome
that
businessmen
Donald Brotzman (Colo.) presenareas in the state that TGE
ts in proposing legislation to re- tion would be involved in Coohas struck again, according to
quire the Bureau of the Budget gressman Brotzman's proposal.
W. E. Wise, D. V. M., Extension
to give Congress a monthly sta- And many Pothers doubt that it
Veterinarian at the UK College
tement of Federal income and would work.
of Agriculture.
The independent proprietors,
expenditures - like a business
TGE is a virus &ease of
profit or loss statement- for the who have long been outspoken
swine. The virus remains infectfor economy in government and
current year.
ive about two days at temperaA poll of business owners by a balanced budget, have supporttures al 75 degrees. It will last
the National Federation of indep- ed two other proposals aimed at
for years when frozen. With
endent Business finds 44 percent restraining Congressional speour present temperatures of 30
to 50 degrees the virus
Paine ileft 1. NASA
Thomas
:degrees
agreeing such legislation would nding. One would require that
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teleS
dtrator, describe a no
1through the mouth. It is excepcent, believe it is either not tain an estimate of its cost for
S. and I' S.S.R7-aStikmauts
vised interview. Paine .s;11,1
eionally contagious, affecting
t
needed because of Treasury re. the next two fiscal years. This
in i the American Apollo
might be flying Joint in iiII
very litter in a farrowing house
ports now available•orlwould be bill by Rep. Robert Denny of
r:irn is completed
Moon pi
Nebraska won approval of 81
in 48 hours. Visitors, you, dirty
ignored by Congress.
ts, birds, dogs, cats, and yeAnother 13 percent take a non- percent of the businessmen poSOVIET MANEUVERS --Soviet tanks make their way through snow-covered countryside durWeek is sponsored by the U. S. icles can be carriers of the
lled by the Federation.
committed position.
ing military maneuvers in southern Russia.
Department of Agriculture and
E virus. Cut down on visitor
Sen. Jacob Javits' proposal
Businessmen in Kentucky renumerous trade associations, raffle.
sponded with 48 percent for the for a Commission to review Fedbeen developed. Antibiotics are
' garden clubs, and garden magameasure, 35 percent against it, eral budget priorities and spaimum conformation score of
pigs under one week Of age effective against secondary inzines. Several organizations will
acting policy was endorsed by 69
with 17 percent undecided.
100%
twelve is required on low
stiffer
usually
TGE
by
hit
vaders. Maintaining the pig's
assist in the landscaping and
Whetter Congress would act percent of the business owners.
choice.
Pigs three weeks oil
mortality.
fluid balance by injection of
scenic improvement of urban
But the businessmen are much
more economy-minded if a clearBrown said the Princeton
age seldom die. Milking sows salt solutions and electrolytes
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LI the support of independent nnessee , 44 percent, Mississbusinessmen of the Administra. 41, 34 percent, Texas, 39.pertion's welfare reform proposal cent, Hawaii, 40 percent, Idaho,
continues, a reappraisal of who 46 percent, Wyoming,48 percent,
and what is conservative of lib- Utah, 38 percent.
eral may be necescary.
It is felt that the last three
This is indicated by the Feb- of these states, due to factors
ruary results of the continuous of limited populations and cold
rolling survey of the National winters do not have much of a
Federation of Independent Bus- welfare problem.
iness which shows that the natWhile the Administration's key
ion's independent businessmen welfare reform proposal would
support the program that would provide a basic annual income
give a minimum basic family for all families who cannot adeincome by a margin of 59 per- quately support themselves, thecent, with 31 percent opposed re is a work requirement involvand 10 percent undecided.
ed.
In January the national vote
These families could only quain favor was 61 percent, hence lify if the parents either took jobs
there is a slight drop register- available, or job training when
ed with 13,416 surveys run thr- offered. From a welfare base of
ough the computer.
$1600 per year . these families
The Administration's proposal would be able to keep their first
is under attack by those who iden- earned income of $60 per month
tify with the ultra-liberal camp without sacrificing any benefits,
as unfair due to its provisions but as private earnings increasto force people to take jobs, ed, they would surrender one
while those who identify with dollar in welfare to each two
the ultra-conservatives condemn dollars earned, with government
the plan as an extension of wel- assistance ended when the famfb
fare statism.
income for four reached $3,920.
Yet the nation's independent
Proponents of this program
and small businessmen generally
considered to be innately conser- claim it would not only give peopvative, are apparently in support. le down on their luck the barest
Even more significant,is the hea- survival income, but it would
vy support being cast by these also compel present welfare reindependent businessmen in ar- cipients'Id make an effort to
eas generally considered to be work, eliminating the current
bastions of rock-ribbed conser- situation where high welfarepaymeats permit many welfare clievatism.
The state of Maine, despite nts to get by without making any
is long held image, shows that effort. It is also argued that
79 percent of the independent this plan would also release hordbusinessmen support the pro- es of people presently employed
grim of a minimum annual fam- as social workers for productive
ily income, with only 9 percent activity.
The opposition argues that with
opposed, and 12 percent undecidthe realities of politics, the mined.
South Carolina, which has rciti,g Ilnum guaranteed income would
been mirrored to the ,nation as end up merely as an addition to
living in the 19th century insofar present welfare payments.
Another argument seems to
as social outlook is concerned
shows 81 percent of the smaller gain substantial acceptance. Dr,
businessmen in favor, equal to Milton Friedman of the Univerthe support- registered in Ohio sity of Chicago,considered a coowhere 81 _per_ cent at also in ser valve economist, was the first to propose a plan dmilar to
favor,
States which show a support this, although much broader in
of 70 percent or more include scope, which has been called the
"
New York 71 percent, Iowa, 70 negative income tax.
percent, North Dakota, 75 per- ' His position was that it would
cent, Kansas ,75 percent, Flor- enable people on welfare to mainida, 77 percent, Kentucky, 80 tain dignity if they received the
percent, Alabama, 75 percent, malty directly, with discretionaArizona. 100 percent. Washing- ry spending of it, rather than
toa, 83 pan-cont, or egon, 90 per- their apandlne beings.capeielsed
by social workers as at present.
However, this has opened the
The balance of the states, with
the exception of 13 widely scatt- argument that if, for example,
ered ones show a majority of the the father of the family elected
Independent businessmen supp- to take all cash grants and spend
ort the proposal. Of the states it in the local saloon, instead
that do not register a majority of buying food for his children,
society would not permit the
support, Arkansas leads with
only 8 percent in support. Others children to starve and would
are Connecticut, 39 percent, So- thus make additional provisions
uth Dakota,42 percent,Nebraska, In these cases which will result
49 percent, VirginLa 45 percent, In taxpayers being forced to pay
North Carolina, 39 percent, To- for both booze and milk.
Federation researchers cannot
predict whether the present suMini-pass
pport for the Administration's
proposal will grow or weaken.
NEW
YORK (UPI) - This will depend on the
strength
The shortest touchdown pass of opposing
arguments as the
in the National Football League debate
gets underway, There
record books is two inches. The are
indications.that union leadtoss came from Dallas' Eddie
ers are preparing to wage an all
LeBaron to Dick Bielski (wer out
fight against the proposed
ashington in 196Q.
program.

&

TIMES

—

MIKRAY. KENTUCKY

WEDNESDAY - MARCH 18. 1970

FINE FOOD FOR FINE FOLKS

JO

STORE HOURS
1:00 Iii 9:00

SWIFTS PREMIUM PROTEN

SIRLOIN STEAK

GROUND BEEF

09

LB.

LB.
FRESH

PORK ROAST39c

PORiNTEttiTOPLS
8 99
c

LB
FIELDS FULLY COOKED

HAMS

SHANK

HALF

LB. 590

*

LB

*

— — 8 Ear Pack

8-o, 3ge‘

Frosty Acres

Blueberry

Raspberry

****************************

COWES

b ig

Idaho

- — 10 Lbs

— bunch

***=tc*************************
•

SNOWDRIFT

3/$1

"MERICO"

PRODUCE

MUSSELMANS

Fig Bar, Oatmeal, Chocolate Chip,
Fudge Stick
112

LB 190

ENGLISH PEAS Fresh
CARROTS _ _
SWEET POTATOES _
BAKING POTATOES
GREEN ONIONS

49'
CORN ON THE COB
r
GRAPE JUICE Frosty Acres
ONION RINGS
SARAH LEE ALL-BUTTER COFFEE RINGS
:
65'
cr,,,1 171.... 65'
65'

HALF

54

FROZEN FOODS

Frosty Acres

BUTT

303

69t

BUTTERMILK
KITCHEN KRAFT

FL AKEY

APPLESAUCE

2/390

303 CAN

KITCHEN KRAFT

PURPLE
BISCUITS

2/230

9.5 OZ.

BUCKEYE

2/290

303 CAN

KRAFT MIRACLE

MARGARINE

3LB.

303 CAN

&

2/290

VAN CAMPS

BEANS

BEiCAK
Si

2/350

24 OZ.

co minima=minimum,

ASSORTED SCOTT

$1.0
0

O'S AGE

PEAS

VAN CAMPS

PORK

HULL

PEAS

300 CAN

KING SIZE
IVORY mum
ONLY

PEACHES

59c
WITH THIS COUPON =

PRICE
WITHOUT
COUPON

TOWELS

85c

soon

214 CAN

59

JOHNSONS GROCERY

3/1

JUMBO

1r

NABISCO

Would you be mom careful If
it was you that got pregnant?
,
'41

Pvt..

WESSON
OREOS
49c
1 LB 45c
2401.
1
,z

3/- 24/70

KR ACKL IN

LIMIT I COUPON PER PURCHASE

FAMILY SIZE

DOG

E..st iiirormatkm

siv., its

L

ion address

FOOD

25 LB.
STOKLEY

•

OFFER EXPIRES

CiialaaaaWaii amp GIS*fart%OW
, aal aitouro tembreeplumfregn Re.r. moat, F.6000111.. a.
"JSIIe,Strartl. owlet 11/1 PISO IA II1. ids

WELL. MEN, this official poster being distributed by (hi.
tititish Health Kama-Hon Utitincil showing a. 'pregnant''
ohtle puts a good question up to you. Dr. Hill Jones. directorgeneral-of the council. saitl.."‘Ve are rolling -attention to the
laid that there, is .i.o-responsibllity Wr need to
the mali.'s oLdigation
The message ot bottom
It acept
is one Of the tails id
goes on to Mk tg

•

CIO

CATSUP
20: 29C

OLD JUDGE

COFFEE
75c
1 LB.

$2.19

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS MARTHA
WHITE

CORN
White Cream Style

CAKE MIX
29t.
P
'
•

WEDNESDAY — MARCH 18. 1970

YOU AND
%THE DRAFT
OLONEL

NOTE: Robert
EDITORS
Kaylor, a paratroop veteran,
TAYLOR L. DAVIDSON has covered both the Vietnam
Wu and the "secret war" in
In the Wowing dispatch
Laos.
you
board
ing vote by me appeal
detail the role
may appeal to the Presidential he examines in
in Laos.
Appeal Board. You have thirty of the U.S. adviser
days to file this appeal with your
local board following the mailing
of the Notice of Classification.
By ROBERT KAYLOR

temporary duty status from
Thailand.
These airmen &port the

: Gene
. Must be
ply in person
day inn, Hwy
NIGHT W
ply in person
&want, South
ray.

AUTOS
Orr— ,1411,

SIRLOIN STEAK

A&P Fresh

3 Lb. Plco. Or hicwe

Boneless

Hamburger "All

Rump Roast

Beef"

Lb.59C

bottle

Fresh (3 Lb. Pkg, Or Motel

Ground Beef

Chilled

1908 Clilt
door hardtop.
and brakes.
095.00. Phone

ORANGE
JUICE

18

$

Lb.690

1983 CIIKVRO
door sedan,
steering. V4
don. Phone
1982 DODGE,
lion. Saright
best offer. P
ter 4:00 p. m.

69

1967 FORD %
wheel base,
owner, radio, 1
7534074.

SLIPER4OGHT WHOLE OR HALF

WANTED: to
Motorcycle
condition

g od

SMOKED HAMS

lag rig.
sr and motor
after 300 p.

USDA Grade A

Turkey Roast mond—) L990
or
690
Braunschweiger
Chunk Bologna

La

Tp(,)°' $100

Cap n John

Fresh Chicken Parts

Whole Breast

fish Sticks

Lb 68

PRICES GOOD THRU SAT
MARCH 21
CrASultana Frozen

çLb. 79t

}, French fries

Fresh

sioo

Strawberries

.panu.

10dOff Labia
Ajax

Detergent

lat:69
Box

KLEENEX
FACIAL .TISSUE
$ 00

CLb.

ar

anges
Florida
1138Sizst

Delicious

Located 12
Tur

Apples

5C
Es.

Farm has
proximate
acres in g
Out-buildi
have had

JANE PARKER

WHITE
BREAD

20-02.
LOAVES

• 10 Cows,
by d

PRICES GOOD THRU SAT., MARCH 21

NNW

kh's
Pk(

• 2 Year •
The •

$1.09

Boa
W411, IAA Coupon

7'CAKE MIXE
ANN

co

Red Or Golden

280 CT.

Cone oeir Al A&P Food StoreN
1 11.,
.

PAGE

C01111011

w
nY
ING
SHORTEN

CO1W011
rite sac. Match 21
Lintit 1 Coupott Pet Cu‘totnet

MURRY
Elberta Freestone

19 OZ
BOXES

"THE CHURCH IN TODAY'S
WORLD"
TONIGHT:

This Is a re
MISS
Anyone desi
Hoffman, H

A&P Bartlett

Pears
Mr.

Clean

Comet Cleanser

Cleaner

42

2 CANS2 ,59t

Cinch Spray Claimer

22 02
BitBTL

Madisonville (formerly of Murray)

BIBLICAL PREACHING - CHRISTIAN FELLOW;HIP

TRUCKS FOR
F-860, SIX car
pieta new ove
with all by
Calvert City,

SUPER—RIGHT GRAIN FED REIF

First Christian Church

SOLOIST/DENNIS TRAVIS

WOLF
I '1

WANTED: b
home. 1:20
534693.

PREACHING SERVICES

WILLIAMS4 Tri Dist. Minister

Leprechaun mask
Let the teens at p St. Pat's
party whip up shamrock
pizzas. They're easy mixed
from a box of pizza mix.
Provide ground beef or pork
sausage, salami slices or
pepperoni rings for topping.
Then for a touch of green,
let the guests add shamrocks of cross-cut slices of
green pepper.

ANTED:
keeper,
ransportation.

,

BILL

Dennis C. Nall, a freshman innocent eon are threatened by
Speech and Physical Education the cruel and wicked woman
major at Murray State Univer- who demands payment on the
sity will be appearing in the mortgage she holds — or else,
Readers Theatre production of his son as her groom. The mort"Some Day, Perhaps?"
gage and his son are both savThe son of Mr. and Mrs. Wil- ed — but what a surprise for
liam C. Nall, Jr. of Ryan Ave--the audience.
nue, Dennis will be reading the
"Some Day, Perhaps?" and
role oritr. Benjamin Sprunt. "He Done Her Wrong, or Wedd-Some Day, Perhaps?" is a ed But No Wife!" will be ap
one-act melodrama with a new peering in the auditorium of
slant Mr. Sprunt is • meek the United Campus Ministry
father whose only daughter has March 30 and 31 at 8:30. Admisgone away to the city to make sion is fifty cents per person
her fortune so that her father and can be paid at the door.
and helpless brother will be
Director for the production
protected. Mr. Sprunt and his

U.S. air war in Laos, manning
radar stations which pick out
targets and run surveillance on
North Vietnam and providing
Deism between the Lao and
But casualties do occur. An,
U.S. air support.
American officer was framed
In addition, there are the
at Moung Soul northwest of use
officially acknowledged civilian
Plain of Jars last year when it contract airlines, Air America
was overrun by North Vietna- lec., and
Continental Air
mese soldiers and was killed, Services, which Import Lao
according to reliable sources.
military forces. Air America
In _ addition to the ground
flies unmarked H34 helicopters
advisory efforts, military sour- which haul troops and ammunices say there is also a sizeable
tion and Pee% wounded out
U.S. Air Force contingent from
ba.....euelds.
MI/rating in northern Laos on

FRAN1CFO4T, Ky. — It Is not
until we spend some time pondering the anxious questions of
those facing induction to military
service that we realize how much
time most young men and their
families spend thinking about
the possibility — or eventuality.
VIENTIANE, Laos(UPI)— It
And why not? Most young men Irish "eatin'"
was early morning. A sandy.
!Ind the service a rich and relepreKeep children and
haired young man in faded blue
warding experience. But before
spirits astir with a jeans and a sports shirt sat on
It is experienced, it is an un- chaun
lunch in honor of St. Pat- SI bench in the Air America
known quantity—perhaps a radirick. Serve sandwiches of terminal, waiting for his flight.
cal change from everything they
sliced corned beef on rye
He looked almost like the guy
have been used to.
lunch. Dill pickle next door back in the United
And it is for that reason that bread for
can,be cut into sham- States. The only giveaway were
we feel gratification when we are rings
with scissors. For des- his short haircut and his green
rocks
extent
able to console to some
canned pears tinted and black jungle boots like the
sert,
those people who wonder— if
and minted will salute ones worn by U.S. combat
green
indeed our wards are consol•
Emerald Isle in fine troops in Vietnam.
log. And if not, we must find the
style.
He said he was beaded for
satisfaction in being of service—
airfield at Long Cneng,
the
informathe
in just furnishing
headquarters of - the
forward
tion requested.
"clandestine army" of Mae
Here then are the questions
Gen, Yang Pao, and from there
most frequeetly asked this week, PRAYER MEETING
back to his job in the hills of
and our answers.
north Laos.
WASHINGTON (UPI)— Billy
Further questions regarding
The American declined to say
the draft may be sent to State Graham told a White House
Headquarters, Selective Service religious service Sunday the just what that job was. When
System, 220 Steele St., Frank- nation must return to a his plane was ready to leave he
fort, Ky. 40601.
"respect for law, faith, social said goodby, picked up a
Q. I registered for the draft. justice and a brotherhood military B4 suitcase, and left.
Say Nothing Changed
of 'diverse
people
Before being classified I ealist- among
That encounter took place
ed in the Navy. After four months background."
of active duty I was discharged. The gathering was one of the some months back, before the
Character of service was other largest since President Nixon current Communist offensive in
than honorable. Reason and an- began the services. Among Laos. Lao military sources say
thority was Bureau Personnel those attending were Judge that nothing has changed in the
Manual, Article C•10312, Will Julius J. Hoffman, who presid- Intervening months, and that
the local board draft me?
ed_ over the "Chicago Seven" there are other Americans like
-A. From the facts you have trial, and Judge Clement F. the one at the terminal.
They are part of a complicatfurnished us you are not elig- Haynsworth Jr., Nixon's unsucthe ed infrastructure that has been
ible for induction under current cessful
candidate for
built to prop up a Laotian
standards of acceptability pre- Supreme Court.
defense establishment that Lao
scribed by the Department of Deand American officials agree
fense.
would long ago have collapsed
--without their help.
Q. The draft board has dePart of the infrastructure is
ferred me because I was emploon the surface in the
visible
photoenyed as an apprentice
Vientiane. Part of it,
of
capital
graver.The printing plant where
like the American in blue jeans
I work has temporarily suspendand Nagle boots, normally is
ed operations because of a labor
not visible in a country that Is
dispute. My lottery number is
technically neutral and where
162. Will this change my draft
U.S. military involvement is not
classification?
admitted,
openly
A. If your local board has
Of a total of about 830
knowledge that you are not perpersona that the U.S. mission.
forming the services for which
acknowledges as employed by
the defetment was given, they
the U.S. government in Laos,
may bonsider reclassification.
about 80 or so are military
thirhave
employer
your
or
You
personnel, working for the U.S.
reclassiany
ty days to appeal
Army and Air force attache
fication. If your local board cloffices at the American Embasassifies you 1-A, if you or your
sy here.
employer appeal and the appeal
Much Larger Force
board, without a dissenting vote,
military sources in the
But
classification,
1-A
the
sustains
Thailand-Laos region say there
your random selection sequence RHODESIA. newly a self-deadvisory,
number will deter mine as to when clared republic outside the Is an American
training and support system
you will be called for military British empire, elects a presthese numservice. If you are not in,a de- ident April 10, and meazi: going far beyond
the border
Unguent status, the ragdom sel- while Clifford Dupont, bers. It cuts across
Laos.
and
Thailand
between
in
is
shown
the
Salisbury,
been
having
not
if
number,
ection
Some of its members have
acting president.
reached, will preclude an accelcivilian status and some are
eration of your induction.
military on tours of temporary
Q. I wa born on September 14,
duty in Laos.
1950. At the time I was required
In Laos, the hub of the
to register for the draft we were
is at Long Cheng, where
system
Bofrom
miles
living a hundred
yang Pan's army of Lao and
gota, Columbia, where my fatter
Thai mountain tribesemen is
was employed on a construction
known to be administered and
project. It was impossible for
supervised by the Central
me to go to the American EmIntelligence Agency (CIA), an
the
for
registration
for
bassy
with a passion for
organization
United
the
to
draft. Upon return
secrecy.
States IflOgistered for the draft.
Will I receive a random selection number, and how soon will
Thailand, the system
In
I be called for military service?
works out of several centers.
A. As your date of Birth was
Among them are the
Septlimber 14, 1950, your random
at. -Wpm, about 50
1
No,
selection number will be
Vientiane; an
from
miles
after you have been given your
airbase at Nakorn Pharenn just
,full procedural rights and if reacross the Mekong River from
tained in Class 1-A,available and
Laos, and a military complex
to
expect
may
you
acceptable,
of Bangkok at Lopburi,
north
shortly
be ordered for induction
HIS VOTE CRUCIAL The. bill
for U.S. Green
headquarters
thereafter since random selec- involving lowering the votThailand.
in
Berets
tion No. 1 had been reached prior ing age to .8 faces stiff opto your registration.
position en the house, with
Military sources say the U.S.
— --Rep. Emanuel Celler I above
advisers are in a support and
Notice
a
Q. I have re, eived
Judiciary Committee chairtraining role that meets the
of Classification that I was re- man. against it. "My opposiNixon administration's guidetalned in Class 1-A by the appeal Iron will be very, very seline of no ground troops in
board. The vote was 3-1. Do I vere.- says Celler. al-yearLaos.
have any other appeal rights?
old WV.' York'Democrat.
US, Officer Killed
re was a dissent-

Wednesday, March -18, at,7:30 p.m.
'Reasons To Believe In The Church'

Readers Theatre To Feature Local Boy In Production
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AGE FIFTEEN
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amebic in
sat at Mar-

e St. Pat's
shamrock
isy mixed
lizza mix.
af or pork
slices or
r topping.
of green,
Id shamslices of
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WEDNESDAY — MARCH 18. 1970
NOTICE

ite*RentRN/
wow THE
HELP WANTED

PUBLIC AUCTION

FOR SALE

SEMI DRIVERS (Experience Not
Necessary). To train for local,
peddle, over-the-road. You can
earn $140 to $300 per week after short training. For interview add application call (606)
299-6912, after 5 p. in. (606) 2523484 or write Nation Wide Semi
Division, Suite 214, 171 New
Circle Road, NE, Lexington,
Kentucky 40505.
M-18-C

NOTICE

POR SALE

POR SALE

Saturday, March 28 - 10 a.m.

NOTICE

T. V. ANTENNA with rotor. 2 19% CALENDAR Desk Stank
single beds and 2 chests. 32- and refills are now available at
inch reel-type power lawn mow- the Ledger h Times Office &sip
er. Phone 753-4684.
M-19-C ply dere.

Located 7 miles NE of Paris, Tenn., 11/2 miles off Shady Grove
blacktop,6 miles E. of Puryear. Turn East off Shady Grove blacktop at Sign.

WESTI-NRIOIJLI CLTRIC-MOTOR

CLOSE OUT; Kirsch traverse- PERSONS interated in forming
cafe-extension rods. Drapery a Dunne Buggy Club please call
7/
1
2 H.P., Three Phase, 1750 rpm
hardware up to /
1
2 off. J. Z. 247-3247 after 5 p. in. M-19-C
Littleton & Co. Inc.
M-10•C
Used but in excellent condition.
WILL GIVE excellent care to
If interested see at
FOR SALE or rent with op- children in my home. Call 753tion to buy, three bedrooms, 3616.
M-23-C
WANTED: baby sitter and
living room, dining room, den
103 North Fourth Street
housekeeper, must have own
with fireplace, foyer, dishwash- BELTONE factory fresh hew
transportation. Phone 753-8928.
ml9nc
er, range, central air and heat. big aid batteries for all make
boding aids, Wallis Drum
'Phone 753-7720.
M-19-C
M-18-C
11-11C
WANTED: baby sitter in my
WELL kept carpets show the rehome. 1:20 till 2:30 daily. Call BUSINESS OPPORTUNMES
POR RUNT
sults of regular Blue Lustre Pursuant to the provisions of
753-4693.
M-19-C
spot cleaning. Rent electric the Communicationa Act of 1934,
8100 WEEKLY Possible—home TWO-BEDROOM duple:
apedMALE: General Maintenance typing, addressing. Guaranteed
shampooer $1. Western Auto, as amended, notice is hereby
teen% central bed and dr,
man. Must be experienced. ApHome of "The Wishing Well". given that Service Broadcasting
plan. Details 25e. Homework- built-in range, ceramic tile bath,
ply in person to Mr. Jones, Holilicensee of Standard
carpet
throughout
KS,
Box 1063, Springfield, Ill.
. Call or me
day Inn, Hwy. 641 So. M-19-C
Broadcast Station, WNBS, Mur82700.
M-14-P Gene Steely, Southside Shop- GREAT DANE dog, sixteen
ping Center, Murray, Kantodzy, months old, very gentle, $100.00. ray, Kentucky is required to
NIGHT WAITRESS wanted. Apfile with the FCC, no later
733-7850.
ply in person at Jerry's RestTEC Phone 782-3700.
M-18-C than May 2, 1970, an applicaaurant, South 12th street, MurTERMS: 20%
renewal of its license
li:LECTROLUX SALES & Sea' IF carpet beauty doesn't show? tion for
ray.
M-20-C
station WNB8 on
operate
to
Clean
right
it
and
watch
it
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.
INVEST IN
Kilocycles. The officers,
M. Sanders. Phone 3824932, glow. Use Blue Lustre. Rent 1340
directors
owners
of
and
10%
electric
shampooer
$1. Big K.
Lynnville, Kentucky. April-4-C
AUTOS POR SALE
Distributor
11-21•C or more of the stock are Charles
BEAUTIF
Shuffett and C. H. Hulse, Jr.
For
This
Area
UL
new
Valarah
TRUCKS FOR SALE: 1962 Ford
Lee
Become a distributor in one of Apartments, South 18th Street, 1954 FORD tractor with equip- Members of the public who de
F-850, six car auto carrier, corn
plate new overhaul. New tires, America's largest and fastest grow- across from Westview Nursing meat. ONI 14 Easy plow, cid- sire to bring to the Commis,Agirtraustst. Yet,writ-be distri- Horne. Two-bedr
oom, bath, util- tivator,-- and disc. Phone 437- sion's attention facts concerning
with all hydraulic trailer. Phone
buting national brand products. ity
M-18-C the operation of the station shoroom,
living
Calvert City, 395-4725. M-184
room, kitchen 3353.
No firiperience required. All acc
and dining area. Carpeted. Eleculd write to the FCC, Washingounts
are
contracted
and
for
set
1988 CHRYSLER Newport, four
tric heat. Air conditioned. Re- 1952 FORD tractor, plow, disc ton, D C. 20554, no later than
up
by
-company.
our
You
rnerNy
ioor hardtop. Power steering
restock locations with our nation- frigerator, built-in dove and and cialtkrafor, also bushhog. June 2, 1970. Letters should
and brakes. Good condition, al brand products
oven, dishwasher and garbage Excellent condition. Contact set out in detail the specific
$995.00. Phone 489-2156. M-19-P
disposal furnished. Phone 753- Mrs. Hill Gardner, 753-2528, facts which the writer wishes
REASON FOR SELLING: Owners are moving to Texas. Anyone desiring to se* property before
You Can Earn
4I174 or 753-3865.
M-18-NC Fred Gardner, 753-5319 or Dan the Commission to consider in
1963 clowtourr Impala four
$800 A Month
sale day, contact D. W. Sudbury at farm, Tom Hoffman, Hwy. 79E, Paris, or Ray Martin, McKenzie
Gardner 753-5644.
M-230C passing on the application. A
door sedan, power brakes, and
Or More
steering. V-8 standard.transmisTWO - BEDROOM apartment, HAND crocheted vests, one pink copy of the license renewal apBased On Your
sion. Phone 753-8078.
carpeted,
M-204
refrigerator
and and one red, $6.00 each...Aim plication and related material
dove, air conditioned. Couples light brown human hair stret- will, upon filing with the ComEffort .
1962 DODGE, excellent condi- Inventory
of 1645 00 to 2790 00 and teachers only. Call 753-2898. ch wig, smartly styled, $25.00 mission be available for public
tion. &aright shift, $175.00 or cash requirbd for n von tory and
/
2 North MaM-19-C Phone 753-9036 or see at 805 inspection at 2011
best offer. Phone 753-0811 af- equipmont. You must have a good
ple between the hours of 8:00
Guthrie Drive.
M-19-C
ter 4:00 p. m.
M41-P car and be able to devote at least
A. U. and 4:00 P. 11., Monday
4 to 12 hours per week. If you are THREE-ROOM furnished apart- RUNABOUT or fishing boat, thrn Friday.
1967 FORD %ion pick-up, long interested, have the desire, drive, ment. All electric. Wall-to-wall
Hwy. 79E, Paris, Tenn. Broker & Sales Mgr.
153 N. Waidran St., McKenzie, Broker & Auctioneer
14 ft., Teaxs made. Boat, motor
H-81-18-C
wheel base. 6-cylinder, one
dsitsirmin•tion, and want to be carpet. Near town. Couple or and trailer for $600.00. Ready
SPECIALIZING IN LAND and EQUIPMENT SALES
owner, radio, low mileage. Call successful in a growing business one person. No pets. Phone
to go. Walter,Conner, 805 SyPursuant to the proyisions of
7534074.
of your own, write us today. 753-3195.
M-20-C camore, phone 7534539.
11-11)-P
"PUBLIC SALE SERVICE THAT SATISFIES"
M-19-C the Communications
P1..,.enclose name, address, and
Act of 1934,
APRIL 1—air-conditioned onetelephone number.
NORGE Refrigerator, freezer as amended, notice is hereby
bedroom efficiency apartment,
WANTED TO BUT
across top, freezes perfectly, given that 'Service Broadcasting
WI WIELC3mE I NVIISTIGATION
SERVICES OPPORID
completely furnished, one block
OPPERED
$20 00. Large Perfection electric Company, licensee of F. M. Ste.
WANT): to buy, Seers, W8
(row University. Call 753-4100
ties WAAW, Murray.,& Ke SAWS PILED, electric heaters CARPENTER WORK of all
stove.
$20.(R)
Phone
753-8631
Motorcycle. lifinbsr must be in
oi"
or '7534478.
pkixor see at Imo College Farm Road tucky is required to file with sad all cuall appliances repairg
d condition. Call 753-0014
kinds. Building houses, addiTIrNC
M-19-C the FCS, no later than May 2, ed 512 R So. 12th St., 7534007. tions, remodeling, paneling.
applicatio
renewal
for
March-27-C
n
1970,
MI
1342 South Glianston•
Get your work done before the
WANT TO BUY complete Bah
125 BALES Fescue and Lespe- of its license to operate station
Springfield,,Mo. 65trzyj a.
WANTED TO MINT
FOR ANY TYPE home repair spring rush. Call Mack, 753-3386.
lag rig. Aluminum boat, traildeza hay, clean. 11
WAAW
on 103.7 Megacycles.
/
2 miles west
April-17-C
er and motor. Call 753-6030,
call this number 753-4884. Free Free estimates.
WANTED: Small three or four- of Penny, 753-3708.
1I-19-P The officers, directors and own- estimates.
after 5:00 p. in.
TFMC REAL ESTATE
111-20-C
WILL CARE for convalescents
room furnished apartment close
ers of 10% or more of the stock
POI SAL.
GOLF CLUBS, Jack Nicklaus, are
in their home if terms are agreeCharles Shuffett and C. H.
WANTED: standing timber and Two LAKE v-/Esv Lars in to town, rent reasonable. ConMcGregors
full
set 2-9 irons 1-3 Hulse, Jr. Members of the
tact Mike at I53-1916 before
pub- Complete small engine Repair. able. References and qualificakin Contlict:
By Terry Loyd
1 1 Sesta*. ifilrin7 Pine Bluff Shores, No. 404 and
3-4 woods. Used only 2 seasons. lic
Garden Tillers, lawn mowers, tions. Call 753-5606.
5:00 p. in. or after 5:00 p.
who desire to bring to
:11-23-C
Sawmill and Lumbar Co. Phone 405 Both for $700.00. Call 438Reason for selling bought new
chain
saws.
Authorized
Briggs
738-1299.
Commission
's attention facts
7534147.
TFNC clubs. Phone
FRANKFORT, Ky, — The StaMarea-00 5862 after 5. in.
753-8280. M-19-C concerning the operation
M-19-C
of the 41. Stratton dealer. Authorized
te's economy is advancing favorQUARTER HORSE, registered. rtation should write to the Lawson Power Products dealer. BEGINS SENTENCE
NOT=
''''-ably in 1970, according to data
NOTICE
NOTICE
Murray Supply Co., 206 East
Phone 474-2396.
M-19-C FCC, Washington, D. C. 20654, Main.
compiled by the Kentucky DePhone 7534361. II-1TC
not later than June 2, 1970.
TURIN, Italy (UPI) — A partment of Labor.
1968 HONDA Trail 90, perfect Letters should set out
in detail
young mother who jumped out
condition, only 900 miles. Ideal the specific facts which
rarpotnor _work,
Leading_Indicators Oda that
a- North-floor --window
for youngster. Phone 436-5862 writer wishes the Comm!
on chen cabinets, home remodel- her baby in her arms
began a usually foretells economic trenor 762-6196.
to consider in passing on the ing ard repair, block laying,
13-year prison sentence today ds) moving favorably are initial
LIKE NEW STEREO console application. A copy of the li- concrete work. Phone 436-5534. for murdering the child.
unemployment claims value of
cense
renewal
applicatio
n and
M-19-C
with AM-FM, stereo records
construction contracts,
' net chrelated
material
will, upon fil8-track stereo car tape player.
anges In business loans, and
ing with the Commission,' be
Phone 753-9452.
WANTED
BUY
TO
WANTED
TO OUT
the average wage of manufac61.24-C aailable for
public inspection
Located 12 miles NE of Paris, Tenn., 5 miles E. of Puryear, 3 miles W. of Buchanan.
turing production workers.
'—
GROCERY
at
2011
/
2
CART
North
$1
Maple
baby
between
walk
Turn off Hwy. 140 at Salmon Grocery. Follow Auction Arrows to Sale.
er $2, stroller $9, feeding table the hours of 8:00 A. U. and
Coincidental indicators that
$12; all items are metal and 400 P. M., Monday thru Friday.
show improvement are non-agall fold. 753-8115 after 4 p. m.
H-M 18-C
ritultural., employment, up for
IT? the first time since October,
of meetings with U.S. officials
1969; and sale life insurance,
Farm has approximately 100 ocres of open land,
GERMAN
SHEPERD
most of which is in creek bottom. ApPups
the future (AL-America's
now at a 24-month high, and new
$10.00 eaelaiAlr.arlorifirimn7 ' "I on
proximately 20 acres of young and saleable timber.
ejitatit installations in Spain.
12 acres feced hog proof, about 7
car registrations, that dipped
acres in good pasture. Hog lot also has good
M
-20-C
spring. Old Housiikk Barn, and other
Lopez Bravo met in/ 30
slightly from October's total, but
Out-buildings. 10 acre Corn. 1.18 acres Tobacco
mi:itates Tuesday with Presbase. This is o
still showed again over last year,
e better farms we
ENDS VISIT
have had the privilege to sell. TERMS: 20%
;tot Nixon after conferr
Down on day of sale, balance at closing.
The economic indicator series,
with Secretary of State William
as published by the Kentucky
WASHINGTON (UPI) — SpaINVEST IN THE SAFEST INVESTMENT .
IN THE LAND!
I . Rogers. The current agr
North 4th Street
Murray, Ky.
Department of Labor is adjustfish Foreign Minister Gregorio .
1:nt
covering
ed to compensate for seasonal
the
,
bases
Lopez Bravo ends his official e
,
visit today after another round evpires SL 26.
Idatia1.434141*****11P041010-41-1641-4011041-09-anainfenealls variation.
20 MEAD OF MIXED STOCK CATTLE
• 10 Cows, mostly whiteface, 6 of which have
calves at side, there will be more calves
by day of sale.
1)1"ANUTS
WaS
• 2 Year Old Registered Whiteface Bull.
BEA6LE PRESS HAS ASKED;SAE
3 Heifers, 500 to 640 pounds.
one brilht
These cattle are clean, good, the kind you want
to go on grass.
TO uJRiTE
AUTOSIOGRAP'H-r

2161
/
2 ACRE FARM

Farm has approximately 100 acres of open land, balance in timber. Has flowing creek for everlasting stock water. A 4-room
Frame House is under construction. 4 inch Plastic Well. Farm is
fenced & cross-fenced for cattle. Has Stock Shed and an old Log
House, good for feed storage.
This would make an ideal cattle farm, located just 11
/
2 miles off
blacktop on good gravel road, just a few minutes drive from
Kentucky Lake. If you are thinking of investing in land, don't
fail to look this one over before sale day.
Down at sale; Balance at closing.
THE SAFEST INVESTMENT, IN THE LAND.
6 good Mixed Stock Cows with
1 Bred Gilt
Calves at side.

LEDGER & TIMES

SPARE TIME
- INCOME

CATTLE
HOU
SE
TRAILER 8x36ft. furnished
REFRIGERATOR
3 COW TROUGHS
4 WOODEN GATES
SOME LUMBER and TIN

GRAIN DRILL
LAWN MOWER

Mr. & Mrs. D. W.Sudbury

Tom Hoffman

Owners

Ray Martin No. 95

sums/

INDICATORS SHOW
STATE'S ECONOMY
IS ON THE MOVE

NATIONAL
DISTRIBUTING CO.

900

590

PUBLIC AUCTION
Saturday, March 21 - 10 a.m.

WANTED TO BUY ..
CLEAN COTTON RAGS

120 ACRE FARM

;90

LEDGER & TIMES

CATTLE and EQUIPMENT

Peanuts®

by Charles M. Schulz

I was one of sevA puppies.
ftly father and mother loved me.

morning at t

Daisy Hill Puppy'rn.

• 2 Red Bred Gilts, about 300 lbs.
• 150 Ferguson Tractor & Equipment
(Ready to hit field)
• Woods Cadet /2 Rotary Mower
• Light-weight Sears Chain Saw
(Like new)
• "B" John Deere Tractor & Cult.
• 72 A-C Combine w/now head
• 4-Wheel Farm Trailer, real good
• Tractor Post Hole Digger
• Other Small Useful Items, not listed
Thls Is a real good sale, with an extra-good
farm, good cattle, and equipment, DON'T
MISS MI
Anyone desiring to see property before sale
day, contact James Dotson at farm, Tom
Hoffman, Hwy. 71E, or Ray Martin, McKenzie.

IMImp.pr

p

Mr. and Mrs. James Dotson
RI. 1, Buchanan, Tennessee, Owners

UNK
0

Ray Martin No. 95

Tom Hoffman

153 N W.ildran St McKeipzie
Broker and Auctioneer

Hwy. 79E, Paris. ferm.
Broker and Sales Manager

Those were happy days.

Nancy

1
NANCY,
I TOLD YOU
TO SWEEP
OUR
SIDEWALK

by Ernie Bushmiller
it IT'S
ALREADY
BEEN
SWEPT

WHO
SWEPT
IT?

THE HIGH-SCHOOL GIRLS WITH
THEIR MAXI COATS

.
3•

•

.•••
.•••••••
leasoo4
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Charlie Cone Named
Grand Marshall For
Tater Day Parade

Letter To Editor

& Tibias

Sunday

•

WEDNESDAY

MURRAY, KiNTUCKY

MARCH 18. 1970

Hospital Report

(continued From Pa9e
(Continued From Page 1)
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
bus they were at a sporting
realised
he
if
because he felt it would clarify
event. I wonder
just how mannerly and court- present law; was not a religious Mrs. Becky J. Hatcher and
eolls the students at 11.13S. ere question and would allow the Baby Boy, Rte. 4, Murray; Mrs.
Kathleen C. Etherton and Baby
comparison to many other decision to be made locally.
At one time, five sepal-see Girl, 201 No. 5th St., Murray;
groups. In the larger cities the
students aren't even allowed to Sunday-closing bills were bis• Mrs. Sara Monarch and Baby
attend sporting events anymore fore the House Business and Is isoy, 314 College Cit., Murray.
because of stabbings and other dustry Committee, but commitactions which have tee winnowing left onlY SieDISMISSALS
felonious
Tater Day is comIng The big
at them. In mod mens'.
place
taken
day will be April 6. This, the
larger cities the sporting events The Sunday-closing action was Paul Jones, Kirksey; Miss
127th Tater Day, will feature
are held in the afternoon to almost an anti-climax in the Shelby Litchfield, Rte. 5, Benpony pulling, horse pulling,
revent the students from
House after an hour-long St ton; Master William Randall Mcmule pulling, amusement rides
ing out after dart. When athle. Patrick's Day donnybrook over Millen, Rte. 1, Box 140, Murray;
and a parade filled with old
cars,.wagons and many other
tics are played only for the fewJ an attempt to amend the date Mrs. Euda Lewis, 1003 Olive,
reminders of the past.
people who are capable of
conflict of interest law, whirls Murray; Master Cary McClure,
Reigning over the festivities
ually performing on the flooff had been voted down the pre- Rte. 7, Mayfteld; Ronnie Blakely,
will be Miss Tater Day, who
or playing field, then it will be vious day
Rte. 1, Murray; Willie Darnell,
will be selected at the Mills
The bill, nicknamed the "Har- Rte, 2, Marray; Mrs. Lula Rob.
time to drop them from the
Tater Day Contest on Saturday,
schools.
the
of
old Kelley bill" was removed ertson„ Rte. 1, Eirksey; William
agenda
April 4, at the Benton ElemenAthletics are played by the from the table on the motion of
presented the awards during the finals
Starks,Ste.1, Aimee
tary Gym.
SPORTSMANSHIP — Farmington High
unthe
by
sifted to be enjoyed
House Democratic Whip Joe
night of the First Region
Saturday
the
won
fans
have
basketball
School
gifted. The students and fans Prather, D-Vine Grove.
Tater Day, always held on the
at Murray. Pictured with the
Tournament
the
for
award
Sportsmanship
Mike-Writers
first Monday in April, was orOne of those opposing the re- ficers in some professions to do
are as much a part of the total
awards are: front row, left to right, Dana
past cage season. The Mike-Writers, an
ganized in 1843 and in recent
program as the players them- vival of the law, Rep. Peter business with the state under
Harrison, Debbie Barnes, Valerie Mangrum,
organization of Full Region sportswriters
years has been revitalized by
selves. I thought that throwing Conn, D-Louisville, asked Prath- contracts awarded without comand Mrs. Hannah Goantham, faculty sponsor.
trophies to
annual
present
sportscasters,
sod
the Benton Kiwanis Club.
sect.
student
the
er,
in
"why
tissue
do
we
need a loop petitive bidding.
toilet
Back row, left, Beverly Camp and Pat
the First Region school whcse fans display
Although Tater Day h a s
ion, as well is throwing con- hole in our conflict of intend An attempt to remove the
Johnson.
basketball
the
during
sportsmanship
changed in many ways from the
best
the
fetti, yelling, stomping feet, end law?"
generic drugs bill from the
photo by Wendell Givens
Tater Days of years gone by
year. Farmington cheerleaders were
waving banners was a perfectly
House Health and Welfare ComMere Amendments
wen farmers carne to Benton
CHARLIE CONE
harmless way for the students
House Speaker Julian M. Car- mittee where it was ordered reto sell or buy "sweet later"
for their
and Gills Steady, Mostly 25# THOSE ICEHOUSE BLUES
slips for planting and visit with arations by the Kiwanis are to show their support
D-Paducah, asked Conn to moved from posting last week,
roll,
someLower; Sows, Steady.
did
Charley
Maybe
team.
friends and relatives and may- underway to make it one of the
rephrase his question after failed by a vote of 32-5. Sever• (IMO—
US 2-3 200-230 lbs $25.50-29.00; PASADENA, Calif.
thing other than throw • roll Prather replied, 'this is like al busloads of elderly persons
be do a little mule swapping, best yet.
US 24 190-240 lbs 326.25-25.50; The Icehouse Blues Rend, a
of toilet tissue to warrant his the old question, 'have you wearing "lower 'prices for
& tar knife trading, it is still a
ejection from the arena, but I stopped beating your wife?'" drugs" tags were present dur- Federal State Market News VS 2-4 240-260 lbs $24.50-25.00; rock group from Miami,
big occasion in the county. Many
'Service Wed., March 18, 1970 US 3-4 260-280 lbs $24.00-24.50; was playing when the roof
people return to Benton each
had rather Charley or anyone
House Majority Leader W. ing Tuesday session.
year to attend Tater Day.
collapsed.
else be in a gym throwing toilet Terry McBrayer, D
Greenup, The House adjourned until Kentucky Purchue Area Hog SOWS:
Charlie Cone, this year's
Fred J. Clark, the building's
tissue than be outside throwing tried to mollify the dissidents 12 noon today, with 21 Senate Market Report Includes 10 Buy- US 1-2 270-350 lbs 323.00-23.50;
Grand Marshal of the Tater
US .1-3..300-500 lbs $22.25-23.00: owner, didn't think it was a
molotov cocktails or slashing by saying the amendment would bills and one House bill posted
Stations.
ing
Day Parade, recalls when
US 2-3 450-650 lbs 320.75-21150. coincidence.
tires as has happened in many remove legislators from the for action.
Reeefges 391 Head Barrows
people journeying from Symplaces.
bill.
sant* to Tater Day would stop
I, too, Instituted from MW S. But Rep. John Swinford, D.
at his father's farm and camp
ten years before Mr. Bry- Cynthiana, said that amendabout
overnight on the night before
ant, and I was very proud of mania would not change the obNEw ..YORK_Ctipek_ stocks
Tater Day so they would be
ninderat the school, the students, and jections to the bill.
early. He said this is one of opened gem- twee
torA the team. I thought the stuhis fondest memories.
turnover.
Rep. John Hardin III, D-Hopdents were the most courtesan
Mr. cone, who is 72 years
Despite opinions of
well =mitred students in kinsville, announced that he
old, knows about Tater DdY,for
Tuesdayland
goirernment officiaLs
had three amendments to offer.
In 62 years he has only missed that
there is no danger of an 'the tournament. The team put
two Tater Days. He is a farmvaljast "These would simply gut the
in"t
bill," Hardin said blankly, as
er and lives on the farm his recession and that inflation has forth one of the
group
. the angered Carroll banged the
stug
flirtmd
youn
ee
tt anda
otfire
en
thca
grandfather settled when he been at least slowed, the sto l
is
came to Marshall county from market's sideways patternWall
dent body made me proud to gavel to quiet the laughing
continuo.
North Carolina many years ago. expected to
a that I graduated from Mur- House, gallery and newsmen.
;
!bat are
79t
was
time
Cone
Mr.
At one
Street analysts noted that
High School. I hope that Hardin withdrew two of his
known as the "Strawberry King the market's need now is .or
passthird
a
but
amendments,
will
we
come
to
years
of wester,n Kentucky." He is a "positive proof" that monetary t many opportunity to see ed, 45-43. At this time, Prather
4's
have the
farmer specializing in strawbe placed
restraint is being relaxed.
The Tigers Play in the finals of asked that the bill
berries, tobacco and cattle.
Handi Pak - 39*
Shortly after the opening, the the regional tournament and on the clerk's desk and Hardin
He is a Director of the Dark
Us- asked that it be tabled 4— a
marketwide indicator yes even throw some toilet tisFired Tobacco Association, a U P I
Twin
Director of the Bank of Bergon showed a gain of 0.29 per cent sue and confetti and yell and stronger procedure.
and a deacon of the First mis- 00 340 issues on the tape, Of stomp their feet and let the HE 669 was nicknamed for
Wet
Commission
Service
Public
sionary Baptist church in Ben- these, 165 advanced and 89 band play.
Kelley,
Harold
Chairman
PSC
M.H.S
of
Heavy
graduate
ton. He is married to the form- declined.
A proud
whose accounting firm held
er Ruth Cone and has one son
In the automotive group, in the 50's.
and three grandchildren.
75*
A Reader three state contracts awarded
Chrysler edged up 33 to 261 4,
without competitive bidding.
Tater Day is coming and prep- while General Motors held
It would have amended the
unchanged at 70. Ford added 14
conflict of interest law to allow
to CIA .
state employes and elected ofBethlehem dipped IA to 275,a.
7-oz. 694
Among the oils, Occidental
Automatic
dipped T4 to 221 s, with Texaco
7-oz. 694
also down 14 to 26%. Atlantic
Sponge
Bowl Cleaner _ _ _ 591
(Continued From Page 1)'
Funeral services for Mrs. Am- Richfield rose a full point to
in& A. Anderson will be held 6314.
(Continued From Page 1)
'3.19
In the chemicals, Dow lost% young people, the median age
Thursday at two p. m. at the
the state's econof
interest
best
be
the
population
of
will
local
to
Churchill
rose%
Pont
Du
It
but
to 70%,
chapel of the Max
2 to about 1.9 years lower than in omy or cost of living.
1
Funeral Home with Rev. Dossie 96% and Union Carbide /
The bill would have allowed
Glory
24-oz. '1.79
37%. Eastman Kodak eased 1/& 1960, when it was 32.2.
Wheatley officiating.
The "natural increase" in Cal- a 9 per cent interest ceiling on
Burial for Mrs. Anderson and to 76%.
Loans
CLEANER
$7,500.
to
up
loans
bank
SPRAY
Dow Oven _ _ _ _ 67'
2 loway County population, which
1
her huaband, Charles H. An- Penn Central added la to 24/
excess of that would have
derson, who died July 5. 1987, In the rails while United is the excess of birth over in
for
negotiable
whatever
2 in the deaths, will cometo approxi- been
1
to 35/
will be held at the Murray Ye- Aircraft lost
5-Tie
mately 4.3 percent, based upon the traffic would have borne.
Ajax Window"
1 _ 23*
mortal Gardens with the
aerospace group.
interests,
realtors
Banking
preliminary
figures.
IL
Max
RCA
rangements by the
In the electronics,
Crystal Clear
A definite jump, will be re- and home builders cried out imChurchill Funeral Home. Mr tacked on 1/4 to 30%, uttoo
mediately, protesting the veto.
654
• Fantastik
Anderson's body was placed
to 26, General Electric le to corded, also, in educational at- But Democratic - 'leaders said
22-oz. 98*
Unique
of
a crypt it the time cd his d
2, and University Comput- tainment, meaning years
1
70/
Shelf
they would not override the
Bottle
Retie
people
acquired
by
schooling
Fairchild
47%.
ing 158 to
32-a.
27-oz. 89*
Mrs. Anderson, age 85, died Camera picked up % to 741/4, who have reached age 25 or veto, thus letting Nunn sit in
2 Widths 45* roll
Sunday at Winter Haven, Fla., ith Honeywell also UP % to over. It will average 1.4 years the hot seat.
Nunn's announcement at a
more than in 1960, when the
where ahe had made home since 1223/
A'
press conference followed a
8.8.
1962. She was born March 25, Some
BUSH'S YELLOWEYE
large block transactions median was
The census will show that the meeting with Senate leaden of
1884 and her parents were
UtlilPublic
General
included
both
parties.
G
Jetton
Rosie
and
adresidents
incomes of :ocal
ans
B. Cruthrie
cans
ties 49.400 shares at 2314 hest vanced considerably in the de- "My position on and opposithrie. She was a member of
12,500
paper
International
to
higher
interest
tion
Chur
rates has
cade, although buying power
Goshen United Methodist
2, and
1
shares at 341,a off /
did not improve proportionate- not changed," he said. "Howeh in Calloway Couety.
Public Service Co. of Colorado ly, due to inflation.
Macaroni
BUSH'S
ever, at the time of the veto,
Shrdeera are one daughter, 10,000 shares at 2114 un0
TURNIP
The litest figures indicate an I was aware there exists a
Mrs. L. & Olcott of St Peters- changed. ,
Kidney Bean
average per capita income of shortage of housing in Kentucky
39
MUSTARD
—
burg, Fla.; two sons, Robert
52.450 in the local area, after and this segment of our econAnderson of Largo Fla., and'
Potato
taxes, compared with $1,298 omy has suffered as a result of
Cary G. Anderson of Winter Ha- Sauerkraut Italian
the turn of the -ecenomic events
per capita in 1960.
mes.
ven, Fla.; three sisters,
during
the
past
year."
Most families will have to fill
Vi'aht a different taste for
dames Ona Whitnell, Lillie
Sen. Pat M. McCuiston, Dout only 23 questions on the
Chambers, and Mary Riding*, all franks and kraut? Just sc,pre forms they will receive and mail Pembroke, chairman of the SenSunshine
of Murray; one brother, Cletus the frankfurters and cook. them back. From one family in ate Banking an
l
i Insurance
l
ComGutiuie of Murray Route Two. Mix a fourth teaspoon each four, Were information will be mittei, indicat
e was opposFriends may call at the Max of oregano and basil with sought.
ed to Nunn's
.
a can of kraut and sheet.
But he said he would "try to
H. Churchill Funeral Home.
ress ne
come out with something," proKELLY'S - t- 303 can
bably in the form of an amendPint
ment to IIII 622.
and MEATBALLS—
Ford said that, personally, he
„
STEAK HOUSE
feels Nunn's proposal "leaves a
of
MEATS
Hwy. 641 North
lot of areas vacant" such as
banks and other -lending ingliiMurray, Ky.
tutions.
Nunn cautioned against any
— tall can
broader version of his suggestion saying that "for this see
sion, I doubt if there'll he any
Meal Tickets Sold Here
increase in our interest rates as
MORTON HOUSE OVEN BAKED
a whole."
—
1.49
The Senate also approved by
a sea vote Tttesday legislation
eltinday Mint- Saturday
which would allow Jefferson
1.39
County voters to decide by ref.
IS a.m. ti 2 p.m. Only
erendum whether they want to
1.29
pay for new public far.oities.
The measure, Senate BIII 387,
1.49
would citrate a Jefferson county
(In The Piece
lb 39c)
Improvement District It 1.,iied
permit an item by item Note in
2 Lbs. Sliced
Choice of . .
MUSSEL.MAN
a referendum for the levying of
CUTLET
VEAL
to
special
taxes
construct such
SUNDAY SPECIAL
facilities' as a new jail, flood ]
COUNTRY FRIED STEAK
5 p.m. to 9 p.m. Only
walls or court complcx.'s
FISH DINNER
The Senate also pase-d • meaGROUND SIRLOIN & ONION RINGS
sure turning the Lincoln School
DIXIE
(Reg. Value SU)
•
near Simpensville to the state
Pound
SALAD
TONST
POTATO
INCLUDE
ABOVE
ALL
in Lie form of general property
Only
The'measure wouki r„,,,it
Sandwich Sauce
.
Hwy. 641 North
the school to be used f .r. other
purposes after funds fir its
Next to Tom's Pizza'Palace
and
special education. pro -..ra nt wer.
host
I. denied- bilfhe legislature
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Stock Market
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MOPS

FURNITURE PALISH

VANISH

49*

Behold
Endust

Nunn ...

RUG GLEANER

CLEANERS

BROOMS

,Aor

FLOOR POLISH

'1.69

No Bugs
Paper

Glo-Coat

Read's Ready-To-Eat

3 Bean

-

GREENS _

Saw a COM.
doors the ot
just hatch plain didn't
We goofed.
are already
complicate
ther.

350

BEANS

SALADS

That's • big
South Doran

Senator Eug
he was co
those hurt b
evaders, the
(prisoners of
tees, in tha
nothing abou
Viet Nam,
ed from the'
those killed •
families of
wounded.

3 cans

3 M. $1•00

RSlIb.37 POKE SALLET __ 2c.31's 35°
SALAD BOWL_ _ _ _ 29° SPAGHETTI
29°

Meats
— Serving Uncle Charlie's Tender and Juicy

SPECIALS
Mon.- Sirloin
Tue.- Ribeye
Wed.- Ground Sirloin
Thur. - Club Stea _ _ _
Fri. - Fish (all you
1.00
can eat)
Club Steak *•-•

SPECIAL LUNCHES

99e

- 49c

PORK STEAK
RIBS
SHORT
JOWL

L. 69c PORK & BEANS _ _ 27°

Tom Andrews, your

The Inner co
duced to
ing and wider
building was
mans was re.
done at A.
Kuhn's was
change the It

79°

On the south s
the new War
was construct
Auto went in
city hall and

Pj IYE CRUST MIX __ _ box 15°

Purdorn•Thurrn
ed and work
Ward-Elkins

85c

PIMENTO CHEESE :e 89c APPLE SAUCE _
HAM SALAD _ _one 98

1.49

The GRECIAN
Steak House

iEATHEoRN
sFAIRAm

PORK ROAST

39c

Old you real'
square has c,
in the past ,
most of the
taken place
years.

MANICICH

BATHROOM DISPENSER
50 ,o,
35c

3.:::3,39'•

On the east xi
the Bank of
modeled, Cher
Shoe Store re
Drug remodele
(Continued
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